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The exercises of the one hundred and first annual commencement are
enacted today at the University of Kentucky, The counterpart of the pageantry
is enacted each year on campuses allover the world. It is the solemn climax and
recognition of the graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your
interest
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the
Coliseum through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and fol-
lowed by the Color Guard carrying the National and State flags and the University
banner. The University Marshal is bearing the ceremonial mace, emblematic of
the authority of the State and the University. Led by Student Marshals the
candidates march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which
recommended them for their deqrees.
The order of march is as follows:




The candidates for degrees:








School of Allied Health Professions
School of Home Economics
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University
of Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges
and universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession
brings to the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various col-
leges, honorary degree recipients, alumni award recipients, Philip D. and Elsie O.
Sang award recipient, Sullivan award recipients, Corning Glass award recipient, the
Vice Presidents, guests, state officials, and finally the President of the University.
l. As a badge of the office the President wears a medallion emblematic of the history
I of the State and of the University. The Trustees of the University can be identifiedby their blue gowns with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including Uni-
versity officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and
gown. The basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, re-
cipients of different degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortar-
boards), and hoods, draped down the back of the gowns, of various hues.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' or Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees and are privileged
to wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of
the National anthem, and prayers, men in academic regalia are requested to wear












Allied Health Professions-Light Green
Home Economics-Maroon
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has painted sleeves. It is designed to
be worn closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at
the wrist, like the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner.
The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut
away. The gown is designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn
open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on
which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors depending
on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appro-
priate color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institu-
tion-blue and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and ex-
poses more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree
which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining.
The colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for
medicine, and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are
purple for laws, white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree
has been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his
honorary degree consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT JOHN WIELAND OSWALD, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER. . .. <Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION-The Reverend Moultrie H. McIntosh
Christ Church Episcopal
Lexington, Kentucky
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS ,.. . President Oswald
GREETING5--ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Mr. Ervin J. Nutter
REMARKS. .. ... President Oswald
CONFERRING OF DEGREES. . . . .. President Oswald
CHARGE TO GRADUATING CLASS. .. Vice President A. D. Albright
PRESENTATION OF ALUMNI FACULTY
TEACHING AWARDS Vice President Albright
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ..... . Vice President Lewis W. Cochran
PRESENTATION OF PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD ... President Oswald
PRESENTATION OF CORNING GLASS WORKS FOUNDATION
TRAVELING FELLOWSHIP President Oswald
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Oswald
Vice President Robert L. Johnson
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES .. President Oswald
ALMA MATER
(Carl A. Lampert)
BENEDICTION-Mr. Donald R. Herren




The audience is requested to remain seated






Clarence Robertson Yeager .
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
DEGREERECIPIENT
Robert Henry Baker ..
JamesAugustine Shannon ...
PRESENTOR-ESCORT
. ... Stuart Forth




... William R. Willard
GRADUATE SCHOOL
LEWIS WELLINGTON COCHRAN, Dean











Clair Reid Acord Animal Sciences




Frank Roger Asbury" ..Counseling and Guidance , .. Lexington
Dissertation: "An Experimental Study of Guidance Treatments to Acceler-
ate Vocational Development in Eighth Grade Males in
Appalachia"
Michael W. Barnes** Chemistry Sarasota, Fla.
Dissertation: "The Synthesis and Reactions of Some Aliphatic Amino-Nitro
and Halo-Nitro Compounds"
Paul Wayland Beaslev v. • •••••..••••••.•••• History
Dissertation: "The Life and Times of Isaac Shelby, 1750-1826"
Georgetown
Arthur Sanford Blaiwes* ....... Psychology ..
Dissertation: "An Experimental Analysis of the
Production of Mediation"
.. .... Lexington
Roles of Meaning in the
William Aylette Buckner Political Science
Dissertation: "The Mountains and the Blue Grass: A Comparative Study
of County Officials in Kentucky"
Paris
Emanuel G. Calys .Mathematics .. Lexington
Dissertation: "Univalence and Starlikeness of Functions
(1) Given by Integrals of Starlike Functions




"An Investigation of the Internal-External Control




John Earl Cleek" ..
Dissertation:
...Education .. Oklahoma City, Okla.
"An Investigation of the Academic Performance, Career Ex-
pectations, and post-Graduation Migration Plans of Selected
Nonresident Undergraduates in Oklahoma Institutions of
Higher Education, 1962-1966"
Marianthi Coroneou** ..English ... Lexington
Dissertation: "Suffering as Part of the Human Condition in the Fiction
of Graham Greene, Albert Camus, and Nikos Kazantzakis"
Robert Allen DeBurger .Psychology ..
Dissertation: "Rigidity, Sex, and Cue Specificity In a
Study of Probability Learning"
... Lexington
Multivariate Response
""Degree awarded August 4, 1967
""",,Degree awarded December 20, 1967**"" Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Gordon H. DeFriese** Sociology Lexington
Dissertation: "Hospital Social Structure, the Professional Nurse and Patient




"An Experimental Investigation of the Relationship of Dog-
matism, Repression-Sensitization, and Intellectual Ability to
Probability Learning"
Donald Campbell Dykes Mathematics
Dissertation: "Generalized Frattini Subgroups of a Finite Group"
Lexington
Nancy Rodgers Dykes Mathematics
Dissertation' "Mappings and Realcompact Spaces"
Carrollton
Keith Allen Edmonson * * Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Dissociation Constants of
N-Methylacetamide at 40° C."
Carroll James Falcon" Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Estrous Behavior and Estrogen Metabolism
mized Ewes"
Manuel E. Figueroa* * Microbiology
Dissertation' "Xanthine Dehydrogenase in Bacteria"
William M. Fisher Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Some Indazole,
Analogs of DAB"
Pyrazine, and
Wilford Eugene Fridy ..... English
Dissertation: "Robert Penn Warren's Use of Kentucky
Fiction as a Basis for his New Mythos"
Charles Bascom Garrtson " * Economics Knoxville, Tenn
Dissertation: "Economic Impact of New Industry on Small Towns"
Mona June Hagyard* Physics




Claude Edwin Gentry 8iological Sciences Lexington
Dissertation: "Interrelationship of Rhizoctonia Solani Kuhn Environment,
and Genotype on the Alkaloid Content of Tall Fescue,
Festuca Arundinacea Schreb"
David E. Grover" *
Dissertation:
......... Psychology New Brunswick, N. J
"A Study of Mediational Processes and Learning to Learn"
Penelope Jane Hanchey Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Ultrastructural and Physiological Effects of
Permeability"
Diane Manker Hannum** . . Microbiology .
Dissertation' "The Immunological Response to Some Groups








"Home Range, Movements, and Die] Activity
Mole, Scalopus Aquaticus"
Marion D. Hassell** Biological Sciences Murray






..... Chemistry Kingsport, Tenn.
"The Synthesis of Some Isoquinoline Azo Dyes Related to
Butter Yellow"
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* Degree awarded August 4, 1967






"Women and Religion: A Study of Socialization In a




Georgia Anderson Hill* .. English
Dissertation' "Henry Lawes, the Orpheus and
in the Seventeenth Century"
Lexington
Aesculapius of English Music
Donald Lee Hopkins .Plant Pathology Lexington
Dissertation: "Effects of Tobacco Etch Virus Infection on Photosynthesis








Larry Wilson Hudson** ... Animal Sciences Wytheville, Va.
Dissertation: "Effects of Level and Solubility on Protein Utilization of
Young Lambs"
Miryam Neulander Kav" .. History Boulder, Colo.
Dissertation: "Separation of Church and State in Jeffersonian Virginia"
I
Albert Charles Kovelesky* * .... Chemistry New Orleans, La.
Dissertation: "Studies of the Reactions of Naphtho 11,2-c] 11,2,5) -rma-





"Metropolitan Dominance and the Diffusion of
ity Patterns, Kentucky: 1939-65"
Lexington
Human Fertil-




Studies of Clostridia Using
Huntingburg, Ind .
Deamination Re-
William Hugh McGinley .. Phychology
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Direct and Vicarious Reinforcement
Development of a Conditioned Reinforcer"
Lexington
in the
Richard Miles McKee ... Animal Sciences Manhattan, Kan.
Dissertation: "Relations Among Measures of Live Animal Productivity,
Carcass Traits and Consumer Acceptability in a Beef Cattle
Herd"
Shirley Baker Meece* .English ..... Campbellsville
Dissertation: "'Of Mirth and Matter': Festival in Dekker's Drama"
Melvin Jeremiah Meketon
Dtssert aficn: "~~li~~is~~
........... Psychology ..... Lexington
Motivation Within a Total Institution for Drug
James Edward Miller* .... Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "A Numerical Determination of the Absorption Coefficient of
the Negative Hydrogen Ion"
James Ernest Miller** .... Mathematics East Bernstadt
Dissertation: "Extrenal Functions for Meromorphic Univalent Functions"
Ronald Lee Miller* * Biochemistry Lexington
Dissertation: "Isolation of a New Protein Fraction from Rabbit Reticulocyte
Ribosomes Required for De Novo Synthesis of Hemoglobin"
DeWayne W. Mitchell* * ... Education
Dissertation: "Classifying Overt Pupil Behavior in the Classroom"
Lexington
• Degree awarded August 4, 1967
•• Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Stanley Bruce Narramore* * Education Pasadena, Calif.
Dissertation: "Correlates of Visual Perceptual Development and Academic
Achievement In Educable Mentally Retarded Children"
Barry Frank Nathanson* * Education
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Personality Self




Dissertation: "Some Applications of an Integrai Transform"
Charleston, S. C.
Gary Dwain Potter Animal Sciences







"Augustus Owsley Stanley: Early Twentieth Century Kentucky
Democrat"
Warren Kibby Ramp** Physiologv & Biophysics Oneonta, N. Y.
Dissertation: "Response of Embryonic Chick Tibias to Ascorbic Acid in
Tissue Culture"
Clarence Melvin Reitnour .... Animal Sciences Lexington
Dissertation: "Digestion and Absorption of Dietary Nitrogen Anterior and
Posterior to Equine Cecal Fistulas"
John Lawrence Rosell Psvchology Lexington
Dissertation: "Rigidity Behavior of Anxious and Rigid Subjects on Two
Concept Formation Tasks"
Richard Patrick Ryan Chemistry .
Dissertation: "Some 4- fN,N-Dimethylaminol Phenylazo Derivatives
Pyrrole, Indole, and Carbazole"
Lexington
of
William Charles Sallis" History Athens, Tenn.
Dissertation: "The Color line in Mississippi Politics, 1865-1915"
Shirley Sanders" * .
Dissertation: "The Effect of
. Psychology
Hypnosis on Visual Imagery"
Miami Beach, Fla .
Hugh Logan Scott I J I* * Physics
Dissertation: "Per ton Induced Reactions
Levels"
Secane, Pa.
on .oAr and Analogs of <lAr
James Edward Seegars, Jr.** CounseJing and
Gutdmce
Dissertation: "Dogmatism and College Achievement"
Spartanburg, S. C.
Carolyn House Simmons* ... Psychology
Dissertation: "Dimensions of Altruistic Behavior"
...... Lexington
Roger Crowell Smith * * .... Psychology ... Lexington
Dissertation: "The Relationships of Response Variabllitv Dunng Extinction




.. Chemistry Bandung, Indonesia
"Thermal Isomerizations of Substituted Pyrroles"
John W. Soule" * Political Science Lexington
Dissertation: "The Influence of Political Socialization, Interpersonal Values,
and Differential Recruitment Patterns on Legislative Adapta-
tion: The Michigan House of Representatives"
14
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Marion Rothberg Steiner .. Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Studies on the Synthesis of Phospholipids by Cell












"Two Types of Semigroups"
Lexington
John Woodrow Storey
Dissertation: "The Negro in
.. History Port Arthur, Tex.
Southern Baptist Thought, 1865-1900"
Donald Irvin Tempter" .... Psvchology ..... Hopkinsville
Dissertation: "The Construction and Validation of a Death Anxiety Scale"
Joseph Allen Thacker, Jr. * .. History
Dissertation: "James B. Finley: A Biography"
Wilmore
Roy Edward Thoman** .Diplomacy




Ray Edwin Tucker ... Animal Sciences





Claude Milton Vaughan, Jr.** ... Economics Lexington





"A Study of the Levels of 69,71Ga Via (n,n'Y)Reactions"
Lyle Gordon Warner* ... Sociology
Dissertation: "Verbal Attitudes, Situational
of Overt Behavior"
Lexington
Variables and the Prediction
Howell Newman Wheaton* * Animal Sciences.
Dissertation: "Heterogeneity of Rumen Fluid"
W. Lafayette, Ind.
Darrell Deane Wheeler" * .... Physiology and Biophysics Lexington
Dissertation: "Uptake and Release of Glutamic Acid by Peripheral Nerve"
Ronald Edward Wiley .Psychology
Dissertation: "Ease of Learning and Mediation"
Milford, O.
Donald Joseph Wright .Mathematics







"Chemical Evidence for the Structure of Phytolaccagenin"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION'"
1
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
James Estill Alexander .Education Monticello
Dissertation: "A Programed Versus a Conventional Approach to Vocabulary
Development in College Remedial Reading Classes"
Ray Alexander, Jr. *
Dissertation:
.Educational Administration .... Georgetown
"A Study of the Organizational Patterns and Operational
Procedures of the Student Teaching Programs in Kentucky"
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
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Charles W. Burkett** .. Educational Administration
Dissertation: "Kentucky School Administrators as Innovators"
Nancy
NAME









Empathy on the Initial
Leonard Edsel Burkett" * Educational Administration Lexington
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Conditions and Practices of Kentucky
Boards of Education in Relation to Certain School District
Factors"
Thomas Allan Burton *
Dissertation: "A Study of
Kentucky"
.......... Special Education Winchester
Mental Health Clinic Services to the Retarded in
Floyd Wayne Coleman" ..... ..Foundations ..
Dissertation: "Role Perception of the College Professor"
Richmond
Arthur Leon Cotterill * * Educational Administration




Billy Kenneth Gordon** .Educatlonal Administration Waddy
Dissertation: "Dogmatism, Philosophy, and leader Behavior of School Ad-
ministrators"
William Oley Hall, Jr.** ... Counseling and Guidance .. Austin, Tex.
Dissertation: "Analysis of Video Tape in the Perceptual Evaluation of
Empathic Communication"
Charles Franklin Martin, Sr. * Foundations .. Lexington
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Relationships Between Certain Criteria of
Quality Education and Socio-Economic, Cultural and Educa-
tional Dimensions of local Communities of Kentucky"
William Nelson Pafford" Educational Administration




Nancy Bach Pillon** .. . .... Education Lexington




"The Relative Effectiveness of
learning Soccer"
Lexington
a Multimedia Approach in
Samuel Sears, Jr. *
Dissertation:
..... Educational Administration ... Nicholasville
"The Relationship, Between Teacher Dogmatism and Philo-
sophical Orientation and Selected Teacher and District
Characteristics"
Murrell Presley Stewart** .... Educational Administration
and Supervision






.. Administration and Supervision .... Louisville
"A Comparative Study of Certain Characteristics of Graduates
Who Began the Professional Education Sequence at the
lower Division Level With Those Who Began at the Upper
Division Level"
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
,,* Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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\









CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Arvil Van Adams .. Economics
James Thomas Addicott ..Geography
Kathleen Chandler Adkins* Music
Stephen Taylor Allen** English
Larry E. Auld English
Robert Horst P. Baerent ..Germanic Languages
Stanley P. Baldwin .. English
II Gerald R. Bandy .History
John David Baynham* English
Alice Jean Beard English
Lewis Joseph Bellardo. Jr. . History
Lynda Crawford Beran Psychology
Frederick D. Blauser Political Science
Marc Borg Borchers" Economics
James Merle Bowling Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Stephanie Gail Brent" * .... Psychology
Beth Ann Brewster . .. English .
Robert Clifford Buswell Classical Languages
Reve Wells Chrisman** English
Marilyn Field Clark .. .. Political Science.
Robert Lee Cody* * .English
Frank Emmett Cooney Sociology
Monique Martha Coulloux French .
Tilden Monroe Counts, Jr. . Communications
Paul Edward Covington* .. Physical Education
Isaac Clyde Crase Mathematics
Martha Ritter Crum Sociology
1
'1 David Eugene Curran Political Science
Harvey Owen Davis . .. History
BradyJames Deaton .Diplomacy and International
Commerce
James Edwin Dublin" Psychology
Margaret Karen Eastep English
William Raney Ellis 111* Psychology
Roger James Elmore Germanic Languages
Thomas Joseph Ethier* ..Geography
II Helen Carroll Francis** ...... Political Science• Degree awarded August 4, 1967•• Degree awarded December 20, 1967







































be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Margaret Scott Gaines** English. Louisville
Jill Bebe Gallagher* Spanish Cumberland
Carole Lee Ann Gilbertson" Music Lexington
Jack Tilden Goodykoontz, Jr. ..... Mathematics Louisville
Joyce Gordon .. . .. English Lexington
Betty Mitchell Gorin** .. History Campbellsville
Harvey Newell Grannis, Jr. .History Ewing
William R. Grant** Communications Lexington
John Armand Gubert Political Science Metairie, La.
Dexter McCoy Hall Diplomacy and International
Commerce .
Charles Combs Harber" History .
Myrna Kathryn Harkins French
William A. Harper Library Science
James Harry Hazfetr " Theatre Arts
Willard Eugene Heath History .
Susan Langhorne Hemph iI I* History
Leta M. Hermes English
Jesse Lewis Htl!" .Geography
Betty Foval Hoskins* .. English
Gary G. Huddleston Communications
Richard W. Hurd History .
Jeannette Hill Jennings* * French ..
Vivian Shipley Jokl* English
William H. Keeling* Anthropology
Clyde A. Keisler, Jr. . PoJitical Science.
Claire Coleman Kelly Sociology
Carolyn Lips Kenton Political Science
Ruby Ann King English ..
Caroline Wagner Krebs** History
Mary Kathryn Layne History










.... .Diplomacy and International
Commerce Covington
Kathryn Christine Mayland Germanic Languages Jeffersontown
Thomas P. McCarthy* French Philadelphia, Pa.
Sister Mary Ann Rene McConn .History Covington
Wanda Faye McCubbins English Lebanon Junction
Jennifer Sue McNew English Ashland
Ronald Charles Linton





Harvey Stanley Margolis* *
Patrick Martin Mayerchak *
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967

































John Jackson McNew* English
William Howard McNew History
Cap Carden Middleton* .. English
Garry Wayne Madrell Sociology
John Andred Moriarty French
Margaret Ann Mudd** French
Susan E. Murray French
Douglas Leonard Noble * * History
Lawrence Franklin Orr English
Sarah Elizabeth Pace" Sociology
E. Jean Palmer" French
Billie Stewart Petty* English
Willard Lee Phelps .. Political Science
Ruth Ann Phillips* * ..English
James Kerry Powell ..... Communications
Eugene Thomas Reed, Jr. ..History
















...... Diplomacy and International
Commerce
William Gale Smith* English
l RichardWeldon Snarr Sociology .Her Ballares Solidum* Political Science ....
l CarlW. Spurlock * * GeographyK.Ann Dunipace Stebbins .... .SoctolocvWilliam Theodore Strunk* ....... History
l Sharon Outland Stubblefield* * .. Physical Education
\
~ Virginia Joan Sturm .French
DanlelleMaria Thompson .French .
DavidR. Thuente .. English
I Chris Bland Van Arsdel** .Poltttcal ScienceKenneth Gene Vance CommunicationsI Patrick Jerome Van Ora English .






l George Woodson Reynolds *






William Stephen Rocco, Jr.
Martha Brown Rogers
Russell Gene Rose .
Dale Maurice Royalty* *
Oscar Rucker, Jr.*
David Norman Rush * *
Vibha V. Saiyed.
Andrew Arnold Sappington
Carol M. Schrepfer " *
David R. Simon * *
• Degree awarded August 4, 1967















































. ..... Jamaica, N. Y.
Kew Gardens, N. Y.
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Martha Manning Vuturo French
Niles King Walton* Physical Education
Anthony Harry Waters* Philosophy .
James Michael Watts .. Economics
Sandra Jeanne Wayman** History
George Frederick Weida ..Mathematics
Robert Drake Welch Psychology
James Patrick Weldon History
Carol A. Wheeler* .French
William Thomas White* .... Mathematics
Dennis A. Williams .Htsrorv
Duane Edward Williamson* Geography
William Ray Wood . History
Jeanne Ruby Woody* * French





















Charles A. Bradley* *




Saowanee Chuptnli * *
Carl Price Cole
Carole Hamm Cole *
Ronald Maurice Cosby
Ben H. Crawford, Jr. *




Robert Angelo Fusco *
Damten Anthony Gabis**
Peter Halleck Geddes






































....... Silver Spring, Md,
: .. Lexington
























* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Elsie Lynn Merkle* Zoology Pleasantville, N. Y.
Arthur Mittler** Physics Hewitt, N. J.
Richard Curtis Musick Chemistry Lexington
John Edwin Nees Zoology Seaford, N. Y.
James Wilson Nelson** Economics Smithfield
Jane Elliott Nicholson Zoology Bardstown
Ann Perry Patterson Zoology Lexington
Jean Marie Pavlovsky* .Microbiology Smyrna, Ga.
Ronald Ray Proffitt .Physics Vilas, N. C.
Thomas Leslie Reeves** Geo!ogy Gretna, La.
William Kirk Richardson** Psychology Lexington
Subongkot Rimprasri** .Economics Bangkok, Thailand
Anthony Joseph Ross Microbiology Old Forge, Pe.
Sally Jo Rubin* Microbiology Bethesda, Md.
John Houston Sanders" * Agricultural Economics Kirkwood, Mo.
James Peter Schafer .. . Zoology Madison, O.
Robert L. Schulte* .. Physics So. Ft. Mitchell
[ Raymond Richard Schultetus .. Zoology St. Anne, III.
, Shirley Mitchell Snarr .. .... Economics Lexington
I Norma Brown Sparks ..Anatomy LexingtonMohinder Dev Tewari ..Mathematics New Delhi, India
l Charles Phillips Thurman Geology SonoraFred Allen Vesperman .Physics ... Austin, Tex.Meredith V. Walling** Entomology Keyport, N. J.
I Patricia Shanes Walls .. Microbio!ogy Lexington
l
Alice Gregg Ward* * Entomology Lexington
Carroll Eugene Watson" .Phvslcs St. Paul, Minn.
Johanna Rosina Wattimena ... Plant Pathology Djakarta, Indonesia
Joseph Ernest Wiest" * .. Physics Cerro Gordo, 1f1.
William R. Winkle Microbiology Toledo, O.
Ronald Walton Winters* * Physics Central City
William Charles Wodraska Psychology Frankfort
DonaldGeirk Yopp Economics Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE'"l
l NAMENorris Eugene AldersonSteven Edward Andrachekl RogerC. Bennettl James Charles Bierer"





* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
•• Degree awarded December 20, 1967













................ Sante Fe, Tenn .
Lexington
Bardstown






be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Thomas A. Curtsinger* Animal Sciences .
H. Lee Durham * * Agricultural Extension
Chester L. Fields . Animal Sciences
Jackie Ray Good* ..Agricultural Economics
John Robert Hepburn** Sociology
Karl Douglas Johnston * .Agronomy
Roger Dale Kline" . Animal Sciences
Lily Pat-He Kuo* * . Agricultural
Economics
Thomas Roger Lambuth Animal Sciences
James Elton Little, Jr. * .Animal Sciences
John Wayne McAtee** Animal Sciences
Robert Wray Megibben * Animal Sciences
Alvin Ray Mosley .Horticulture .
Judy Sheng-ju Lee Mumford** Animal Sciences.
Bahram Goshtasbpour. Parsi Animal Sciences
Ronald L. Rtchter" .. Animal Sciences
Samuel Eugene Ruegg, Jr. * * Animal Sciences
Robert Ward Rummel* * Entomology
Carl David Schmidt" * Agricultural Economics
Robert Harlan Smith .. Animal Sciences
Russell Wayne Sutton" Animal Sciences.
Paul L. Swanson" AnimaJ Sciences
Ronald Wayne Todd. . .. Agricultural Economics.



























Rebecca Langsford Tucker " ....








David Gregg Dickson * *
Kermit C. Mills .


















." Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967










Charles Otis Dowell* *
Larry Elwood Epley
Don Wayne Fuller
Larry S. Gaynor" * .
Howard Jackman Geisler" *
Keith DeVon Herbold
John Malvern Higgins, Jr.*
Malcolm Franklin Howard* *
Yashpal Kaushik .
DonColin Kelly**





Jerry Glenn Rose *
David Harold Rosenbaum * * ....
l JohnEric Douglas Sidnell**Tonny Soewandito
l Herbert Fletcher SouthgateRobert Cecil Tussey, Jr. *l James Ray Villines
Samuel Louis Waddell.
I J. Scott Watkins"James David Whitehouse * *












































Charles Lee Gardner, Jr.
Shriram Gangadhar Govande * *
Donald Leelan Greer
Leon Henry Hildenbrandt* * ..




















* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
<** Degrees not previously awarded will
ments are met







William Shaylor Sullivan. , .
Carlon Nay Turner











CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING MECHANICS'"
NAME
Benson Tucker Taylor, Jr.
Dennis Ra Weaver ,..


















Pradipta La! Shome .














CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME
James Herron Berker "
Henry Dale Bewley" " .




John Barrett Straw" * .
C. K. Venkateswaran*











* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
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Judith Ann Babcock * "










Roy Wilson Brent, Jr. *
Virginia Ruth Brewer
Joanne D. Hamilton Brinegar* *
Patricia Irene Brooker*
Carolyn Harlow Brown""
Proctor S. Burress, J r. *
Mary Eugenia Campbell*
LeRoy Aldan Cantrel*
Jack Lee Cassell * *
Oneida Dell Cassity*
Mildred Fay Newkirk Chiles"
Frederica A Coleman * *
Clarence Tillman Collins
Rudolph Collins*
Ruth Stivers Colltns "
Daniel Joseph Conover"
Winifred Pickett Corbett"
Marvin Denton Cormany, Jr. *
Robert Louis Crouch *
Joan Phyllis Davis*
Bette Ann Della Flora
James Henry Derr 111
Anne Hogg Dimling*







Anne Meece Farris *
Kay Kennedy Ferguson *
\
1
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
U Degree awarded December 20, 1967
















































be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
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NAME ADDRESS
Marilyn B. Ferns" ",,,,,,................. Butler \
William Warder Field Paris
Kenneth E. Flowers Lexington f
~~~eD~:~tShF~~~;: ~::~a~~~~
Walter Charles Gander* * . Danville r
Constance S. Garot .. Louisville
James S. Gatewood, Jr. Lexington
Carrie Sue Gay* ,...... Eubank
Margaret B. H. Geers" Lindenhurst, N, Y. f
Carol Ann Georges ".... Maysville
Janet Beatrice Gold* * Louisville r
Martha Ann Griffin Louisville
Margaret Brearley Grimes** Lexington
Carol Harris Harper* Lexington
Leo Augustine Hayden "...... ." Lebanon
Robert Vernon Heffern" Lexington I
Carole Ann Htcks " * War, W. Va.
Patricia Halbrook Hudgens Lexington r
Carole Page Hulette Lexington
Elissa Ann Hussey" Lexington I
Eric Michael Johnson Lexington I
Major Dmitri Jones" * Pembroke
Carl David Kelleher Newburyport, Mass. .
Rita Joyce Kirk Lakewood, Col (r
Paul David Knaupp Cawood
Judith Mitchell L. Langham Durham, N. C.
Judith Harris Lay ".... . Elizabethtown ['
Donna Mae Leonard Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cora Ann Bourne Lewis . Harrodsburg
Charles A. Lincoln" Bardstown
Caroline Brucker Lookofsky* * Lexington
Mary Reynolds Lowe" Lexington
Patricia Kay Manon Lexington
Marie Ely Martinez Wallins Creek
Betty Sue Mayne . Erlanger
William Ross McKee* .. Cynthiana
George F. McKenzie, Jr. .. Lancaster
Phillip Jennings McLaughlin* . Lexington
Marianna Meadows Horse Cave
Kay Baker Mills Richmond
Marianne Beatty Montgomery . Lexington
Cynthia Mahan Morgan* Silver Spring, Md.
Mary Jo Morrow* Stanford
Frances Bernice Nichols Robbinsville, N. C.
Anne-Russell Lillis Noffsinger Lexington
Frederick John North" lnuvik, Canada
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Ruby F. O'Brvan Bardstown
Olive Jayne Ogle Danville
Jane R. Olmstead New Castle
Karl C. Parker"" Gouverneur, N. Y.
Sue Gaines Penn"" Lexington
Guy Thomas Prater" Danville
Virginia Lee Pratt" Hindman
Martha Jane Probus"" Lebanon
John T. Quillen" Hazard
Jennie Lee Ragland" Calhoun
Linda Merriel Rankin Ft. Thomas
James Reid Rawlings" Maysville
Lana Rawlings Richardson Mt. Sterling
Ethel Linda Rideout Lawrenceburg
Violets Taa Rigor Lexington
Mary Ann Luce Robinson"" Beaver Dam
Charles Ronald Rosenstiel S. Ft. Mitchell
Admiral Dewey Sanders Lexington
Upinder Kaur Sandhu . Lexington
Ratana Sankhavanija Thonbupee, Thailand
Barbara Brewer Sawyer.. Lexington
Sandra Marie Scholl" Lexington
Frederick Gordon Scott"" Lexington
Joanne B. Seiher" Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Shumaker Louisville
Jane Calhoun Smith" Lexington
Rosilyn Smith Louisville
Ruth Hightower Smith * Lexington
Frances Poe Soper" Lexington
Bonne Kinne Sparr" . Liberty
Gerald R. Stafford" Hollywood, Fla.
Celestine Fulchon Stevens Pleasantville, N. J.
John Edward Stone Louisville
Robert M. Taylor . Louisville
Barbara Jeanne Thomas Pine Bluff, Ark.
James Brodene Thorstenberg Harlan
June Webb Todd * " Lexington
Elaine Fanelli Vanl-loose " Covington
Patricia Ann Varner . Lexington
Edqar Vaughan III ** Shelbyville
Sister Mary Joseph Clare Vogel" Covington
George Whitney Voiers"* Frankfort
Jacqueline W. Wallace. Dry Ridge
F. Ford Waller Lexington
Dianne Street Watkins* * Cadiz
Sandra Sulkin Wenneker Lexington
Marna Vick Wiggam* * Wilmore
George Eugene Winfree** Danville
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967














































Helen Smallwood Harrts " .
Peggy Ann Han-is" ....
Buford Dewey Hatler" .
Karolyn Sisk Havden " .
Edwin Oscar Krall* * .
Robert C. Lay .
Kay Joyce Moffitt* *
Erick Gene Pifer*
Shirley Ann Prtce " .
Martha Ann Randolph *
Mary Ann Ray" .
Leonidas C. Skaggs*
Mary Ann Smiley" .
Rollin Bruce Wade. .. .
Frederick F. Waters* *
William Santford Wills .
Patricia Lou Wllson "
Jackie Lloyd Wise* *
i
NAME
James Michael Bailey* .
Donald Gordon Bennett"
Fritz Bradford Bodenheimer .
Larry Charles Bryan ..
John Charles Campbell" * .
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Clifford Ryan Hall iday
Barth Anthony Holohan, J r. * *
Philip Joseph Hubbuch, Jr.
Stanley Mark Jeffress





William Paul Perdue, Jr.
Thomas Smith Porter"
Claude Joseph Potts * *
Carl Edward Riebel, Jr.**
Joel Edward Rodgers*
DonaldCourtland Rogers*




Robert Conrad Taylor* *
John J. White**
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Elva Maxine Littrell** Lexington
Tzu-hui Liu* Taipei, Taiwan, China ,
June Hopkins Martin Richmond
Rosemary Prince Mercure . Wise, Va
Elizabeth Hoe! Mills** Somers, N. Y.
Mary Evelyn Minter .. Frankfort
Woodvall Ray Moore .. Versailles
James A. Norsworthy, Jr. * . Louisville
Barbara Neal Palcewsk! Lexington
Clementine C. PeJlegrino* * Setauket, N. Y
Elsie Eleanor Peterson" Panama City, Fla.
Boyd Fulton Plumley* Park Forest, III.
Carol Porter" * Clinton
Donna Belle Prichard .. Lexington
Deborah Ann Ross * Cincinnati, O.
Martin F. Schmidt Louisville
Donald Ray Smith .. Benham
Marion Meurch Smith * * Park Hills
Mary Jane C. Smith * Synder, N. Y.
Patricia Evans Smith . Lexington
Allen Alford Staples" . Versailles
Janet Sue Tackett" Olive Hill
Mary Eleanor Thompson * Marshall, Mo.
Naomi Elizabeth Voit " Louisville
Roberta Belcher Vore" * Las Vegas, N. Mex.
Billy Joe Walker* . . Beaver Dam
Sue Ball Wilson New Richmond,O
Beverly Barber Wolf* La Crosse, Wis.
Wayne William Woodward* . Wilmore
Eleanor Ling-Yuh Wu Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC'"
NAME ADDRESS
Lawrence Dale Abernathy . Russell
John Allen Alexander" Margate, Fla.
Mardyn Kay Carter" . Lexington
Douglas T. Cornell * Birmingham, Ala
Caroline Louise Dees Atlanta, Ga
Daniel Herman Ergle, Jr. North Charleston, S. C.
Mildred Cutshaw Fields* Frankfort
William Jackson Gordon" Utica
Marilyn T. Leupold Lexington
Carole Gleason Revnolds " * . Lexington
Thomas Earl Senff* Frankfort
Luther Stripling Lexington
Anne Therese Vogel * Bancroft, la
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20,1967
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR*** 
NAME ADDRESS 
Gilbert Clement Adams .. .. . ..................... . ..................... , ....................... Lexington 
Richard Wayne Adams ..... ........... .............. ...... ................... ..... .......... Madisonville 
James Russell Allen ........ .. . . .. . ...... .... ...... .. ........... .......... .... .. .. .. ... ..... ... .... . . . Risner 
William Cashman Ayer, Jr. ........... ......... .. . ..... ............... ....... .. .... ... ... .... Lexington 
Roy W . Bachmeyer, Jr ......................................................................... Lexington 
Frank Hudson Bailey 11 .. .. ............... ... .. .. .......... ....... .. .. .... ... ........ .. ...... Winchester 
Stokes Andrew Baird IV ...... .. .. ........... .......... .............................. ... .... Munfordville 
Kevin Jeffrey Baldwin ............ .......... ...... ........... ... ..... .... ........ ... ...... Arlington, Va. 
Ronald Joseph Bamberger .................................................................. Owensboro 
Anthony M . Barraco ................................................................ Clintonda)e, N. Y. 
Charles Allen Bedell .......................................................................... Oberlin, 0 . 
Steven Lynn Beshear .. ............ ..... .... ....... ...... ..... ... .. .... ...... .. ... ....... Dawson Springs 
Giles T itus Black** .............................................................................. Lexington 
William C. Bowen .......... ............ ........... ...... ..... .... ...... .. . ....... . ............... Flora, 111. 
Dennis Adair Bradley ............................................................................ Lexington 
Danny Hood Br,Jnstetter .. ............ ...... .......... ..................... ... ......... . Summer Shade 
Robert McAfee Brewer ... ....... .................. ............. .... ....... ......... ....... .. .. Lexington 
Dennis Edward Bricking ........ ............ ..... ......... ... ...................... .... ......... Southgate 
Eli Houston Brown IV ............................................................................ Louisville 
Donald Patrick Byrne .................................................................. Rochester, N. Y. 
Wilfiam Taylor Cain ............ .. ................ .. ........... ...... .... ..... .......... .. ... ... . . Somerset 
James William Cammack ....... ...... ... .... .............. ........... .. ...... .............. ... Lexington 
Donald Winston Campbell .................................................................... Lexington 
Joe Bill Campbell .......................................................................... Bowling Green 
Chester Pitt Care *• .............................................................................. Lexington 
David Gordon Carroll ** .... ............ ................................. .. ...... .. ............. Lexington 
John Crockett Carter~* .... .. ...... ...... .......... ................. .... ....... . ...... . ........ .. .. Cawood 
Stephen Carl Cawood .... .. ..... .............. .... ... .... ............ .. .......... ... .. ... .. ..... . Lexington 
Rebecca A. Childers ..... ... ...... .. ... ...... ................. ..... ... ............... ...... ... . .... Frankfort 
James Michael Coblin ...... ..... .................. ................ ........... ..... ... ....... ..... Louisville 
Joel Sherman Cofsky .... ....... ... ................ ; ..................................... Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Fred Clinton Cohen , ..................................................................... Pittsburgh, Pa. 
John Morgan Compton ** ... ......... ... ...... .... ......... ..... .. . ...... .. ..... .. ..... .... .. Lexington 
Carl Timothy Cone ............................................................ . .. ...... ..... .. .. Lexington 
Gary Everett Conn , .. .. .. . .. ... .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . Ash land 
Earl McCoy Cornett .. .. ... . .. . .... ..... .... ....... ...... ... ................... .......... .... ..... Hindman 
Jerry Jones Cox ............... ......... ........ ... ... .......... . ................. .... ..... .... . Mt. Vernon 
Michael Prentice Cox ....... .. ....... ......... ..... .... ............. . ............. ...... ....... .. Lexington 
•Degree awarded August 4, 1967 
•• Degree awarded December 20, 1967 
• •• Degrees not previously awarded will be cronferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require· 
ments are m(lt 
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NAME ADDRESS 
Willi~rn Gary Crabtree .. ...... ..... ... .. ... ................... .... .. ..... .. .. ............... Whitley City 
John Dur.rett Craddock Ill ** ....................... ....................... . ............. Munfordville 
JameSo Alan Crary ..................................... ........ , .... .. ... ... .............. ...... Ft. Thomas 
Walker ~rittenden Cunningham, _Jr ... ..... .... .. .. .. ... ... ...... ... .. ............ El izabethtown 
Charles w·. Curry .. . ... .... . ........ ...... ..... .. ... .... · ... ....... ... ....... .. ..... .. Delbarton, W . Va. 
Robert Henry, D'Angelo ..... .... .. ... ............................... ...... .. ...... .. Waterbury, Conn. 
William. Edward D~aton. 111" • ................... .... . ..... .. ..... ................... . .. ...... Lexington 
Eunice Hall Diachun * .. .. ... ... ........ .. ......... .. ............ ......... . .. ........ .... .. ... .. Lexington 
Sidney Barnes Douglass II .. .. ..... .... .. ...... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. ....... ... . .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. . ....... Harlan 
;~~~n~.K~~~:!~ ~~~~.~~ .::: ::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::: :::: : :::::: : :: : : ::: :: : ::::::::· ·B·ro~~:::~e~ · t~ 
C. David Eme.rson ·; ...... ..... ... .. .. ............... .. ... ·... ...... . .. ....... . ... .. ..... .... .. .... .. Lexington 
Gordon Bennett FiAl~y* * ...... .......... .-.... ...... ......... .. ... .... ... ...................... Louisville 
Kathleen Marie Fitzgerald ....... .. ... ... , .. .. ... ..... ... .. .... .. . .... ... ...... . ... . ... ... .... Lexington 
Lois Ann Fletcher .. .. ... .. .. .. ................ .... ... .. ...... .... .. ..... ..... ..... .. .... ... .. Williamstown 
Gary Lynn Foltz .............. .. ..... .. ......... ... ..... .. .. ... ...... .. .. .. .... ... . ; .. ..... Champaign, Ill. 
Ricnard T . Ford** ...... . , ... ....... ......... .. ... . ..... ... .. ........ .... .. ....... .. ... ........ . Owensboro 
Joe Williams Foster . .................. .... .. ... .. ........... .. ............ ........ .. .... .. ..... Greensburg 
James Mertoh Frazer ....... .. .. .. .... .. .... . .......... .... ... ...... .. .... ... .... . .. .. .. ... .. .. Monticello 
Robert I. Gallenstein .... ... ... .... ......... ... ... .... ..... . . ........ ........ .. ....... ...... .... .. ... . M<!y~ville 
Eli J. George, Jr .. * * ....... .... .... ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .. ...... ........ ........ .. ......... .. ..... .... Lexington 
Robert Edward Gillum ** .. .. .. .... ... . ... .. ..... ........... .. : ..... ... .. ...... .. ... ...... ... Russellville 
Thomas Joseph Gr.ady ~* ..... ..... ...... .. .. ... . .. .... .. , ...... ...... .................... Si:iringfield, 0 . 
Edward Roney Green * * ....... .. ... ... .. ... . .. .... ...... .. , .... .... ......... ..... .. ..... ......... Lebanon 
William Holliday Harki·ns ... ....... ............. . ......... .. ...... . .. .. ......... .... .......... . Lexington 
Maxey Barlow Harlin Ill .... ......... ..... .. ..... .. ... ......... . .... .. ... .. ...... ..... .. Bowling Green 
JohR Arnold Hartman .. .. .. ...... ......... ......... . .. ..... ... .... .... .... .. ............ . ... ...... .. Wa lton 
Nathaniel Brandon Haynes ... .. .. ... .... ....... .. ......... .. .... ....... ... ... .... .. ......... Covington 
James Ronald Henson ... ... ..... , .... ... ...... .......... ...... .: .... , .. ... .. .... .. ... , ..... Flossmoor, Il l. 
Frederick Marshall Higgins .. .. .... , ... . : ..... : ........ .. .............. .... ............ Bowling Green 
A. James Higgs, Jr.* " .. ... .. ........ .................. ................. .... .... ... .. . ...... .... Frankfort 
Thomas Lee Hindes .... .. .. .. ... .......... .... .. ...... .. ... .. .. ..... ............. ...... ... ........ Lexington 
Paul Edward Holcomb .... ...... ... .. ...... ....... ..... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. ... .. ...... ........ Lexington 
Wendell Ray Holfo','fay ** ..... ...... ..... ..... ...... .... .. . .. .. ..... ... .. ... ........ ........ ... Eddyville 
Richard Spencer Holt . .. . .. .. . ... . . .. .. ...... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .... .. ..... ........ .. .. .. .. .. .. . Lexington 
Whayne' M. Hougland** .. ...... ..................... .. ...... .. ... .. ...... .. ... ........ ....... Versailles 
Carl Ulan Hurst, Jr . ..... .. ..... ..... ...... ...... .......................... ........... . ...... . ... ... .... Fulton 
Est ill Lee H'1:1tch in son* * .... .... :.. .. . .... ... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. Lexington 
Robe·rt Joseph Jackson*·* .... .. .... ...... .. ... .' ...... .. ... .... ............... .... ....... ..... . . Lexington 
Johl'l Ellery Jennings ' .... ...... .......... ........ ... .... .. ... .. . .. ..... . ... ....... .. .... .. ...... .. Lexington 
KeeR Winston :J ohnson .... ... .. ... .. ....... .. ..... ... .... ....... .. ........... ... .. ............ P.aintsvilfe 
Nicholas Wayne Johnson ..... ... ....... ......... .. .......... . .... .. .... .. .. ... .. ....... .. Belle, W . Va . 
Edsel Tensley Jones . ........ .. ................ ..... ...... .. .... .... ...... ............ .. ....... . Winchester 
Harlan E. Judd, Jr ........... ... ....... ..... · ..... ... ... .. ...... ....... .... . ; ...... ... ... .. ..... ... Burkesville 
Lou!~ Abraham Kawaja ... .. ...... .. .. .... .... ...... .... ...... .. .... .. ... .. ........ South Williamson 
Herbert Lee Keesee .. ...... . .. .......... ... , ......... . ... .. ........ ..... .. ..... .. . .... .. .. .... . .. Louisville 
Herman Elvin Knight * • ... . .. ... ................ '......... ... .... ......... .. ............. .. ...... Lexir:lgton 
Charles L.. Lamar, Jr:~* .... ....... .. .............. ...... , ... ........ ... .. ... ...... . .. .. .. .... Hawesville 
Michael Joseph Leatherman* • .. .. .. .. .... ..... .. .... .... ......... ... .. .. ... .. ..... . .. .. .. . . Lexington 
• Degree awarded· August 4, 1967 
•• [)cgree awarded December 20, 1967 
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NAME ADDRESS 
J. Alan Lips** . . . . .. ....... ...... .. ... ........ ... .. ......... .. ... . . .. .... ... ...... .. . . . . . ... .. .. .. .. Lexington 
Arthur Clinton Litton ·II .. ...... ...... .... ..... .. ...... .. .................. .. .... . Charleston, W. Va. 
Wendell V. Lyon, Jf . ...... ... .. ................. ....... ...... .. ................ ... ...... .. .. .. .. .. Ashland 
Walter Flippin Maguire ..... .... .. ... ... .... .... ....... ... .. .... . .. ...... .. ... ... ... ......... .. .. Somerset 
Paul Ronald Mahoney* * ... .. .. . ..... .... . .... ..... ..... ......... .... .. ... . ... ..... .... ....... Lexington 
John Tormey Mandt ...... ........ .. . ..... . ,, ....... .. .. ....... ... ..... . ... .. .. ... .. ..... .... .. . Lexington 
Charles R. Marshall 11 ........ .. .... .. ... ...... :. .. • . •••• ••• .. ..... . •. • • . • . . • . . •• ••. ••• ••• .... .• Lexington 
David Gray Mason ... ..... ....... ...... .................. ... ... ... .. .... .. .. .... .... ........... . New Castle 
John David ME:Canh . . .. .... ..... . .. ........ ... . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... .•. . . Winchester 
JehA Robert McGinnis ····· '··· ..... ............ .. ... ....... .... . .... .. ....... ...... .. ..... .... ... .. ... ... Load 
~:s~:~t A~~;~o~~~;~r·.: .. : :: ::::: : : :: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::: : : : : : :::: : :::::::::::: : : : :·«:~vi~;:~~ 
John Eddy Moore : ... .. ... ...... .......... . ....... . ....... .. ....... .... .... ........ ... ... Terre Haute, l·nd. 
H'arolel Wayne N~wton * * .... .... .. .. ... ... ...... ... ....... ........ . .. ... ...... . ... . .... .. ... Hawesville 
James W. Nickell .· .......... ... . ... · .. .. .. ..... ...... ... ......... .. ...... .... .. .... .. .... ..... . .............. Ezel 
Thomas A·. Noe· Ill .. .. ... ..... . .. .. ... . ................ .. ....... ... . ... , . ....... .... . c·· · .. ... .. Russellville 
Orson Oliver .... ... .... ..... .. ....... .... . .... .... ...... ...... ....... .. ... .. .. .... ... ..... ... ... .. Franklin, 0 . 
James Lee Pate, Jr . .. .... ...... .. . ..... : ... ... .... ..... .. ..... .... .' ..... ~ ...... .... .... .... .. .. .. Lexington 
Robert Charfe.s Patt.on . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... ..... ...... .... ... . .. . . ... .. ... . .. .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lexington 
Robert Allen Payne** ... ... .. ...... ... ....... ......... ... ...... ......... .. .. .. ... .. .... Afexc:indria, Va. 
Afan Bowers Peck .... ....... ....... ..... .. .. . ... .... .... ... . _.. . . .. . .. .... . .. . .. . .. . . . .... . . . .... . Sharpsburg 
Robert H. Penn .. .. ....... ... .... . .. ._ ... ..... . .. .. ... . ... .. ....... .. .... ... .. .......... ........ .. .. L.exington 
Larry Scott Perk ins * . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frankfort 
Rop€lfd L. Presser .. . .. .... ... .......... . .. .. . ............ .-...................... .... .. ... ... .... . .. Owensboro 
Curtis G. Quindry . ..... . ..... ... , ...... ........... ... ..... .... ... 7 ... .. ... . . . .... ... , ... ... .. . Fairfield, Ill. 
Alvin Stephen Reeder .... ......................... , ........ ... ..... ..... . .... .... .. .. ... .. ..... Hende rson 
James ,-Gordon Reid, J r ... ...... ..... ...... ........ .. ......... . .. .. ......... . , ......... . ... ... . . Mt.,Sterling 
Wi.lliam Bryan Reid ...... ....... ... .. .... .... ... .. .. .. ............ . .... .. .. ..... ... .. .. ..... ... . . Lexington 
Roger Laurance Rice .. , ... .. .... ........... ... ... ... .. ......... ..... . ... ....... ... .. . ..... .. . ... Lexington 
Bobby Harold Richardson ............ . .... ... ... ... . .. .... . ... ....... .... .. ... ..... ........ Eighty Eight 
Clyde Milton Richardson,_ Jr . .. .. . .... .. ...... . .. ... .. .. ... .... .............. ... . ... .... .. ... Lexington 
John Will Richardson ... ....... ....... .. ................. . .. .... ... ................ ... ... ... .. . Lexington 
Robert Francis Ristaneo . ......... .. ..... . ............. ... ......... ...... . .. ........ .. .. Middletown, 0. 
Kendall Barton Robinson .... . .... .. .......... .... ........ ... .... . ... . .. ..... · ... .. . ... ........ .. Booneville 
Henry Lee Rosenthal, Jr .... ... ... . ........... . .. ... .. . . ......... . .. .. ... .... .. ............ .. Winchester 
M. W. Scliryver* * .. .. ...... .. ......... .... .. .. , .. .. .. . ..... ~ .... ............ . .. .. ..... ... ... . .. .. Lexington 
John Francis See lie .. .... .. ... ..... ..... ..... .. ... .. ....... .. ....... .. ... ....... .. ..... .. ... . Fort Mitchell 
Charles Clay Shackelford· ... . ... .. .......... . .. ........ ..... .... . ... .... .. ...... .... ... .. ... .. . Ric:hmand 
Frederick Allen Simon ........... ............... . .......... .. .. ........ ..... .. ..... ..... Millburn, N. J. 
Charle!! Robert Simons .. .. ..... .. ......... .... . .... ..... .. ,; ... ... ..... .. ..... .. .. ... ...... Flemingsburg 
Edgar Allen 'Smith . .. . .. .... .... .. ........ ... ... .. ... .. . . . .... .. . ... ... ........ .. . .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. Lexington 
Stephen Richard Spille!' . .... .. ................... ............ .. ... ....... ........ .... Wilmington, Del. 
Carl Swanger, Jr.* * . .... .. .... .... ..... .. ........ .. ... ..... ... .......... : .... .. .......... ; .. .... . Lexington 
John Huxley Thompson ... ....... .... .. . .... ...... . .. .. ........... .. ...... . ... ....... ... . ..... .. Louisville 
Robert Winn Turney ..... ....... . .. ..... ..... .... .... ... ..... ....... ..... .... .. ......... .. . ... ... Lexington 
Philip Thomas Vance ..... ........ , ....... .... ...... . .. .... ....... ..... . .. ... .. ... ....... .. .... ... Columbia 
· Robert D. Vanc::e ..... .. . .. ..... .. .... : ... ............................. .... . .... ... ... .. .. .. .. . .. W·!lliamstown 
John Cary Vig0r1 Jr . ......................... ,. ........ , .... . .. ... ..... .. .............. ... . ...... · Lexington 
Arthur Norrie Wal<;e Ill ** .. ......... : . .. ... .... ... ...... .. .. .. ........... .... . .. -.. ..... . ... .. . Lexington 
• Degree awarded August 4, 1967 
·~Degree awarded Dec.ember 20, 1967 
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NAME ADDR!=SS 
James Hal Warren ** ..... ... ... ..... ... .. .......... ..... .... ..... ....... ... .. .. ... ...... ... ....... .. Fulton 
Keith Ashley Warren . ........ ..... ......... ...... .... ...... ... ... ....... ... ..... . .. ...... Mineola, N. Y. 
Ral.ph Dudley Webb .. .. ... , .... .. .. .. ... ......... .... ..... .. ... ... , ... .... .... ... ..... .. .. ... .... Lexington 
James Gregory, Welch ., ..... , .. . .... ... .. ... ....... ...... .. .. ... .. , ... .. ... .... .. ... ... ..... .. .. . Erlanger 
.~:;:r~ ~~e~:~s ~7r!:~* ~., . '.·. ·.·. -. ·.'.'. '.'.'.~'. '.". '.":·.·.·.·.-.·.'. ". '. ". ·.·.·::.-.-.·:.·.·. ·. ·.-.·.·. ·.'.'.'.'.'. ·. '.·~.·. '.·.".'.'. '.'.'.'.'. ·.·.'.'. .. '. ~:::~~;~~ 
Robert Leonard 'Nilson .. .. ....... .. . : .. .. ..... ...... ...... : ... .. ......... ... .. .... ..... .. .... . Jamestown 
Robert Kay Wood*• ·-'···· ·· ··· ·:····· · .. · ····· ···· ···· ········· ······ ... ....... ..... .... ..... _. Lexingron 
James Byron Wooten, Jr . ... : ..... .. .... .... .... ... ........ ... . ., ....... .. .... .. ...... ... .... ... Mayfield 
*' Degree aw~rded August 4, 1967 
• • Degree awarded December 20, 1967 
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
WILLIAM S. JORDAN, JR., Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Leslie Bergen . . . New York, N. Y
Pengwynne Potter Blevins . . . Monticello}
Winston Nichols Bloch, Jr. Louisville I
Robert Francis Brewer . Louisville f
Samuel Ernest Cecil Hazel Green
Samuel Lesl ie Combs III . . .. Lexington
William Wiley Creech . . Lexington
Jeffrey Alan Cutler . Melrose, Mass f
Robert Keith Daniels, Jr. Louisville
Herman Garrett Dotson, Jr. Pikeville
David Alan Engelsberg . Bayside, N.Y..
Daniel Robert Fermaglich . . Bronx, N. Y I
~:I~~nJ:~~n~~::i~~her . . . . .. L~~~::~;:I
Timothy Gates Fleming . . . Cincinnati, 0, ,
Henry Richard Goldstein. . . West Hempste3d, N Y l
Martha Frances Greenwood . Hopktnsvtlle
Allen Jasper Hamon . . Grayson
Linda Jeffrey Harrison . . . .. .. owenSboro!
James Russell Harrod .. Frankfort
Gary Phillip Hayes . . . . Hazard
Martha Charlene Hill Williamsburg
Alan Dwight Honaker Store
Charles Marshall House, Jr. .. Madisonville
Charles Horton Huber . .. Lexington
John McClure Kerr II Allensville
Priscilla Ann Lynd, Russell
Mary Diane Hickey McElheney. ..... .... . . Covington
Robert Gary Marquardt. . . . . . . Augusta
John Anton Marta. Niles, III.
Russell T. May Lexington
Micheal Bryan Minix Lexington
Cornelius Michael Murphy ..... . Alton, Iowa
Earl Lynn Nelson . Pikeville
William Nelson Offutt IV...... . . Lexington
Richard Franklin Park ... ,. . Oak Ridge, Tenn
Elizabeth Wall Patterson . Owensboro
Muni Sheldon Polsky. ,.. . . . Bronx, N. Y
Barry Newell Purdom ... Stanford
Shelby Donald Rose Manchester












































HARRY M. BOHANNAN, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE
NAME ADDRI:Sj
Smith Roland Armstrong III Louisa
Dan Sutherland Arnold, Jr. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
John Carlos Bailey, Jr. .. " Lexington
Gary Allender Baines Omak. Wash
William Santford Bate . Maysville
Paul LeRoy Biddle Cincinnati, O.
Daniel Gardner Boeh Bellevue It
William Lawrence Branham, Jr. Pikeville
Douglas Kent Braun Newport
David Brown Carter . Lexington
Phillip Ben Eastep Wichita, Kans.
Jeffrey Lambert Edwards Cincinnati, O.
William Henry Funk 11 Bowling Green
Martin Andrew Haas South Ft. Mitchell
Michael Arthur Karges Louisville
Peter Edgar Kurachek Pleasantville, N. Y.
Thomas Charles Lewton Orlando, Fla,
John Alan Lenox. Foster
Joseph Benjamin McClure, Jr. Covington
Susan Ann McEvoy Florence
Stephen Edward McGee Ashland
Fred Edwin Meece Prestonsburg
Merwyn Raynor Mullins Jenkins
David Allen Nash . Ashland
Lawrence Eugene Nash New Lexington, 0
Forest Lee Newsome, Jr. Wheelwright
Roger Bruce Nofsinger Greenville
George Coleman Oakley Murray
Damon Gould Pleasant Ashland
Arnold Carroll Robinson . Nanos
Charles Pierce Russell Hopkinsvfh
Charles Henry Schmitt . Cincinnati, 0,
Thomas Milton Skeeters. . Vine Grove
William Logan Smith Somerse
Arthur Dean Soerow Beattvvilh
Charles Douglas Sword Weeksbury
Laveine McGill Townsend Anchorage
Eric Bradley Van Huss Shelbyville
Douglas Conrid Wallace Symsonia
George Henry Wendt. Cincinnati,O









PAUL CHESTER NAGEL, Dean
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES






Judith Bentley Alley* *
Stephen Kupple Atper "




Roger James Auge* *
W. Bruce Ayers
Thomas Reed Baker




Rose Ellen pflaumer Barrett"
Suzanne McKinstry Baxter" *
Carol Louise Beck


















... Social Work Lexington
..... Topical: The Romantic Tradition-
Poetry & Music . Louisville
.. Chemistry Appalachia, Va.
.Spanish and Italian Lexington
. Engl ish and Speech . Atlanta, Ga.
.French Language & Literature Louisville
... English and Speech Lexington
.. Psychology Quicksand
.. English West Point
.... Radio, Television and Films Lexington




.English Miami, Fla I
.Engl ish Morehead
... Political Science Serf)'
.Political Science Lexington
.Psychology Lexington
.. Sociology Hartford City, Ind
..... Sociology Bardstown
.. Sociology Bellevue




... Engl ish Decatur, III
..... 20010gy Amityville, N. Y
.Chemistry 'Campbellsville
... Anthropology Sussex, N. J
... Phi losophy LexingtQl1
... Chemistry S. Ft. Mitchel'l
..... English OwensborD
.. Eng Iish Lexinqtm
.... Engl ish Lexington
....... Sociology Georgetown
..Chemistry Campbellsbu!9
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967

























Diane Ford Carrico *

















Emmett Rand Ccstlcb \1


























































........ English and Speech
.... Journalism



























• Degree awarded August 4, 1967
•• Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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Lexington

















Robert Morris Creech, Jr. * Psychology
Mary Lou Culley ,,, Chemistry
Gail Elaine Cunningham English
Jack R. Cunningham Political Science
Catherine Elizabeth Curry" * History
George Gregory Davenporr " " Psychology
Nancy Flack Davidson Social Work
Elizabeth Tyson Davis Soctoloqv
Jerome Nicholson Davis* * Radio, Television and Films
Sandra Joyce Dean , Slavic and Oriental Languages
and Literatures Sea
John Reno Deaton History
Louis Anthony DeFeo** Sociology
Pamela Wyatt Dehner Topical:
Human Relations
Truman Lewis Dehner Philosophy
Kate Ellen Delaney English
Allie Webb Denny" ··· Political Science.
Carolyn Susan Denton Art
Dennis Barry Denton English
Shirley Clouse DeSimone'" English and Speech
John William Dezerville History
Roberta Mae Dietz Social Work
Shirley Janelle Doane Theatre Arts
William Edward Doll Arts-Law
\Brenda Joyce Dolson Germanic and Classical Languages r
and Literatures East Bernstadt
Cheryl Jean Downs ······· Russian Area Studies Lexington I
Patricia Anne Drendel English Naperville, Ilr.
Marilyn Joyce Drtskel!" · Philosophy Lexington
Suzanne Duke French Language and Literature Louisville
Ann Lippincott Duncan" '" Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures Lexington
Mary Vance Earl .Soctal Work . LouisviJlc
James Milton Eblen English Hazard
Frances Lynn Edwards English Henderson
Steven Wayne Edwards Psychology S. Charleston, W. Va.
Barbara A. Eillott "" English and Speech Middlesboro
Toni Frances Ellis Social Work Madison, W. Va
James Thomas Ester-lev Polittca! Science Reading, Pa.
Anne Kenney Evans History Lexington
James Osmund Evans . English "';'" Owensboro
John Anthony Falocco Art Warrentownship, N. J.
Nicholas A. Falzarano** Geography Stirling, N. J.
David Cecil Fannin. . English Catlettsburg
Carolyn Louise Farris" ..Topical Field: Human
Relations East Brunswick, N. J.


























'" Degree awarded August 4, '967











Kelsey E. Friend, Jr. *
Bette Jean Gabbard
Robert Lewis Gabhart
Robert Allan Gaiek *
jeff M. Garrett





William Owen Gilbreath* *
Rita Lynn Givens
Antha Shepherd Godbey* /<
Diane Ruth Godman










































.. Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures
........... Political Science
... English and Speech
........ Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures





























.French Language and Literature
... Psychology
.... English





































* Degree awarded August 4, 1967









George William Hays Psychology Louisville
Michael Thomas Heath Mathematics Gilbertsville
Mary Ann Heller .Poltttcal Science Dallas, Tex.
Beverly Hensley Psychology Frankfort
Margaret Lee Herbert Political Science Lexinqton
Linda Louise Hewson" .English and Speech Santa Ana, Calif.
Charles Jerome Hieronymus Chemistry Barbourville
L. Lymar Hight* Psychology Henderson
Kristina Gisella Hild . Psychology Westbury, N. Y.
Judith Ann Hines History . Alamogordo, N. tVl€X.
Margaret L. Hinesley Topical Field: Interior Design Lexingtol1'
Charles R. Holbrook 111 Arts-Law Lextncton
Florence Blinn Holbrook** English and Speech Lextnoton
Niesje Lee Holster.. .. History Clifton, N, J
Nancy Jane Honhorst .Topical: Oriental
Civilization Rocky River, 0,
Linda Rae Horton Political Science Jeffersontown
Paul Lee Huddleston Political Science Bowling Green
Joseph Douglas Hudson Arts-Law Lexington
Martha Hume French Language and Literature Stearns
Ruth Annette Janson Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Cvnthlana
John Robert Jennings Political Science Covlnoton
Jeanne Anne Jewell Sociology Louisville
Carol Anna Johnson" Sociology Upper Montclair, N. J,
Pamela Johnson English Lexington
Ronnie Johnson Political Science Benham
Jane Marie Jones Sociology . Louisville
William E. Jones, Jr Arts-Law Lexlocton
Nola Jordan French Lanqueqe
and Literature .....
Robert Zion Joseph Chemistry
Pamela Sue Juett .. Anthropology
Jane Dickinson Juhan" English and Speech , ..
Arvin H. Jupin .English
Susan Elizabeth Kaeder English
Cheryl Zulager Karr** English
Miriam Gaitskill Kelley* History
Anne Perkins Kernp "" Sociology
William Spears Kendrick English
Howard C. Kercheval 111** Journalism
Larry Eugene Kimberlain* * .English and Speech


























* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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NAME











Joyce Eileen Latham" *
Keith U. Laurin
Nancy Keene Laurin
















Sherian Louise Martin * *
Susan Chrvs Martin
Sharon Massengill
























































... Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures





















































* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Donald Lee McKinney Political Science Garlin
Jane Lee Melton .Soclolocv Louisville
Harty Baruch Mercer Political Science Columba
Stephen F. Merkel** Sociology ...... Youngstown, O.
Evelyn Louise Midkiff* English and Speech Lexington
Nancy Orton Miller Sociology Syracuse, N. Y
Robert Charles Miller History Louisville
John Milne, Jr.** English and Speech Cleveland, Tenn.
Hendree Brinton Milward, Jr. . .. History Lexington
Kathryn Frances Mimlitch Chemistry Lexington
Larry Wayne Mitchell Psvcholocv Louisville
Pamela Ann Mitchell Political Science . Lexington
Sara Stamper Mitchell Psychology Louisville
Sherry Lynn Mize Psychology Loyall
Kirk Brasfield Moberley* * Political Science Lexington
Richard Charles Moldenhauer* History. Niagara Falls, N. Y,
Eldridge Murrell Montgomery, Jr. Chemistry Danville •
Jeanne Montgomery Psychology Cincinnati, 0
Sandra Ann Moore English . .. Henderson
William Fleming Moore, Jr. .. Arts-Law Villa Park, III,
Ralph Kerney Moores* * Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Orlando, Fla.
Lucian Yann Moreman II Chemistry Valley Station
Carol Ann Morrison Social Work Louisville
Bernard Thomas Moynahan III Chemistry Nicholasville
Laura Jane Mueller** Topical Field: Human Relations Mayfield
Deborah Mulliken English Pikeville
Laura Lee Muntz English Cynthiana
J. H. Musselman Political Science Millville, N. J,
Phyllis Jean Nash Psychology Jeffersonville
Sharon Mayland Noble History Lexington
Margaret Eslinger Noe English Jackson
John Carey O'Br-ien" Polittca! Science Lexington
Gary Loren O'Dell Radio. Television
and Films Charleston, W. Va,
................ Mathematics Lexington
...... Social Work Gaithersburg, Md
... Political Science Hindman
............... Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures
Suzanne Park .. English .
Mary Alice Parrish English ..
Charles Fred Partin III History
William Luther Paul Chemistry
Beth Alden Paulson Political Science
Mary Frances Penick English
Paul G. Penn Political Science















* Degree awarded Aupus, 4, 1967









. .... Topical Field: Biological and















. ... Social Work
.... Psychology












Barbara Ann Ruble Psychology ..
Mary Jo Ryan** English and Speech
linda Kay Sadler . Mathematics
Spires Nicholas Sarakatsannis Psychology
Lawrence Edward Scheurich Chemistry









Robert Gayle Pettit III *
Ann Louise Peyrefitte
Robert Terry Phelps"
Leonard W. Pollard II
Carson Page Porter ....














Martha Ball Riggs ...
Beverly Kay Risen
Marcus Emerson Risner* *
Robert Clifton Robb, Jr.
Richard S. Robbins *
Ann Norris Robinson
Albert Jacob Roll * *
Paul D. Rominger









* Degree awarded August 4, 1967

























































....... ", ...... Economics
.. Art Education
.......................... Chemistry
........... Germanic and Classical
and Literatures
Margaret Joy Sherrill * * , Sociology
John Thomas Shewmaker History
Paul Shoemaker " English
James William Sichter Economics
Ted Allan Sloan .Psvchofoov
David Alan Siomer Mathematics
Linda Ann Smith* Social Work
Phyllis Ann Smith " History
Betty Joyce Snider" * Chemistry
Sheryl Glenn Snyder " " Political Science
Carol Sue Spence .. English
Clella Suzanne Sprague .. Sociology
Alan Carl Soroles " * .Chemistrv
James Kermit Stacey 11* .. English and Speech
John Garfield Stanley .Chemistry
Patricia Ann Stansbury .Political Science
Dianna Jeanne Stearman English
James Alfred Steele " Political Science.
Christine Raie Stevens" * English and Speech
Margaret Jane Stevens" Social Work
Harold Stanley Strahorn "." English and Speech
William Henry Strait Arts-Law
Ann Lucretia Strombeck * * .Anthropology
Donald David Stull ... Anthropology
Barbara Marie Stusnick English
Alphonse A Suchar " Psycho!ogy
Jill EIizabeth Sunday* * Engl ish and Speech
Sally Sutherland Sociology
Sally Cornell Taliaferro " English
Anna Jean Tanner* * Sociology
Rose Carol Taul* " Political Science
Alan Charles Taylor ..Music
Candace Taylor Social Work
Leo Glenn Taylor* ", Art
Donald Grant Temple** " ""Geography
John Douglas Temple" .Historv
Joseph Edward Ternes, Jr. * .v.Pottttcal Science
Sharon Lee Tew """Anthropology
Martha Gene Thebaud * History
Jon Kent Thomas .. Chemistry
Judith Ann Thomas* * "" Sociology
Judy Carolyn Thomas English
* Degree awarded August 4, ] 967





















































Charles Michael Thompson Political Science
Margaret Ann Thompson Topical: Recreation
Mary Lee Thornton" English and Speech
Susan Elizabeth Throgmorton Sociology
Gail Westerman Tingle Speech Pathology
William Anthony Todd Arts-Law
William Hobert Turner Sociology
Margaret Anel Ulmer . Social Work
Elizabeth W. Underwood Library Science
Edna M, Urie Sociology
Edith Louise Vance English
Gregory Orfeo Varo Political Science
Carolyn Fae Vauchn " Germanic and Classical
and Literatures
Victoria Lee Vetter .Chemtstrv
William Francis Vonderhaar Psychology
Jeffrey Lee Wade Psychology
Thomas Houston Waggener Music
James Robert F. Walker English
Sally Ann Waltsce" Sociology
Diana Clay Ward "" Psychology
Jean Norris Ward Topical Field: Human
Ronald Andrew Wassel Psychology
Betsy Ann Watkins English
Shirley Jean Watts Psychology
Sarah Tevis Weaver Psychology
Linda Webb·· :English and Speech
Jeannette Louise vvebeler History
William Boyd Wheeler Chemistry
Joseph Raymond Whelan " Sociology
Cheryl Silvey Willett History
Roberta Breene Williams .. Psychology
John Curtis Willis English
Curtis Lee Wilson" English and Speech
James Thomas Wilson History
Jimmie Lou Winn Political Science
Marilyn Wiseman French Language
and Literature
Harriet Denise Wissel Psychology
Paulette Jean Witschi Spanish and Italian
and Literatures
David Richard Witt English
Mary Freeland Wolford Sociology
Robert Michael Wolfson·· History
Marcia Jean Wonn History
Harriet Louise Woodfill" Sociology
William Lawrence Wooldridge Psychology
• Degree awarded August 4, 1967






























































CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE'"
NAME
Gerald Wayne Adkins" *
Barbara Hinkle Alloway
Mari Iyn Lee Andreasen
Jeanne Reynolds Angus
Charles F. Arnett




Barbara Elizabeth Beaalev "
Cary Morton Bennett
John G. Bergman
Leslie Frank Berry" *


















Marion S. Cyrus, Jr.
Judith Lynn Damon" *
Faye Dianne DeKorn
Edmund Harold Dunsmore, Jr.
George B. Elkins*
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Randy Carl Hentchel* Physics
Eugenia Burnam Herrington Mathematics
CarolynAnn Hickam "Microbiology
PatriciaCornell Hills Microbiology
Joseph William Hileman, Jr. . Zoology
Andrew Foch Huddleston, Jr. * * Zoology
James Clarke Hughbanks* Arts-Dentistry
Robert Bernard Hutchins Botany
DonaldWilliam Jaeger Zoology.
Glenn Randal Johnson Zoology
John Buford Johnson * * Psychology .
Jack S. Jones" Psychology
James Kimbro Kearby" * Geology
'[ Thomas Allen Keen* Arts-Dentistry
Donald Joseph Kleler " Arts-Dentistryl Jacqueline Koehler Microbiology
Nicholas Eugene Lawrence * .. Psychology
\ MarySue Lindley ..Mathematics
j
Judy Carol Mahaffey Mathematics
Terrence Patrick Mahoney* * Zoology
I·Darlene Joy Malinich * Zoology
J
Patricia Ann Malone Mathematics
Warren Earl Manahan, Jr. . Mathematics
Garrett Lewis Marr* Zoology
NAME
Dorothy Coffman Fox *
Thomas Dennis Furlong**
Don Marshall Gash**
Richard Thomas Gelarden *
















Robert Gist Heinrich *
Peter Ray Held




* Degree awarded August 4 1967



































East Hampstead, N. H.
Lexington
















Patricia Johnson Meyer* *
Carolyn Suzette Miller
Thomas Roger Mlmlitch







Richard Donald Outwater* *
Marilyn Pack
Kennon Vincent Pavon a


















Charles Herbert Shaw * *
David Lee Shewmaker
Carlton S. Shier 111* *
Mary Alice Shipley
Roy Alan Sigafus
Horace Grant Skaggs, J r.
Paul Joseph Snyder
Frank James Sonderman 111
William Alfred Speicher
Daniel Wheeler Spurlock
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James Melvin Stuart, Jr. . Zoology
Warren Grady Stumbo Arts-Medicine
Karl William Swartz* Physics.
John James Szalay Botany
Franklin Davis Thomas Geology
Lee Hill Townsend, Jr. . Zoology
Robert Davis Trent Mathematics
Beverly Jeanne Vance. ..Arts-Medicine
Jack Alton Wallin* * Sociology
Diana Louise Walstad* * Microbiology
Mitchell Ann Ward Mathematics
Thomas Lee Ware* Zoology
Craig Burdette Wiggins* Arts-Dentistry
Frances Celia Wills Mathematics
Perry Alan Witt Physics
Janice Jaye Wolf Mathematics
William Edward Woods .. Zoology
Michael Dennis Woosley Mathematics

























I Bert Lindsay RohrerJacquelene Patton RossMartin Edward WebbI John A. Zeh
j






















Frederick Meade Bailey" *
Susan Jean Blythe
Robert Lincoln Bradshaw
Robert Frederic Brandt 111
Leonard Douglas Cobb" *
Betty Ann Cunning
Charles Edward Dziedzic









* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
.u Degrees not previously awarded will
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NAME





Alice King Ledford .
Kathleen Rose Lynch








* Degree awarded August 4, 1967




















Willis Lee Abrams, Jr.
Ronda Austin * .
Danny Gale Bailey





Ronald Douglas Catchen .
Phillip Michael Clark
Wayne Daniel Colson
James Orner Cook .
Gary Edmund Coughlin* *
Robert Woodson Cox * * .
Delmer Lee Dalton * * .
Allen Keith Day .
Joseph Vincent Digieso, Jr. * .
Gary Paul Dingus* * .
James Noah Dwyer
William Nicholas Eigel III




Ben William Gabbert, Jr. * *
Kenneth Eugene Gentry
James Michael Goetz * *
John Thomas Green * * .
Roger James Greer.
Thomas Taylor Hammond" * .
James Mitchel Hart














































WILLIAM ALBERT SEAY, De,"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE'"
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967






Judith Ann Lowe ..
David Ottis Lykins, Jr.
Lethal Conrad Martin*
Kenneth Eugene May*
David Leon Mayo* *
Thomas Edward McClain
Claudia Rose McHargue
Larry Wayne Meadows ..
Mary Lucy Montefusco
William Henry Moss**
James Spalding Mudd* *
William Mark Netherland












Robert Williams Rosebrough *
Alan Jay Rowitz* *
Gene Leroy Samsel * *
Lillian Lucille Sanders
John Marshall Shelley, Jr.




David Lynn Swttzer " *
Ralph Pratt Symmes, Jr. * *
Asep T. Tojib*
Sharon Craig Tolliver**
Charles Andrew Vanl.ahr" *








Arthur Leon Zdancewic* *
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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ROBERT MORTIMER DRAKE, JR., Dean




Sam Kenney Houston, Jr." *
Robert Wayne Lindsay .
Murrell Dean Porter.



















Lawrence Gene Colyer ...
Larry Glyn Copeland










Wyman Dwight Rabbi Jr.
Stanley Gordon Sanders 11**
Richard Wayne Sewell
Joseph Edward Sickles II
Charles Robert Smith


























* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
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Charles Stone Cox * *
William David Curry
Larry Edward Davis






Kenneth Gene Holbrook ...
Edward Smith Kellv"










Earl Lee Parris, Jr.*
James Russell Philpot* *




Thomas Neil Sarqent" *
Stephen Lee Sonnenfeld
Dwight Spradling
George Francis Sprag ens, J r,




Arthur Everett Walker, Jr.
Lyle Adams Walker
Millard Wayne Wells**

















































* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
U Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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Jack Willard Buchanan, Jr. * *
Warner Joaquin Caines
John Richard Carlisle
Paul Patrick Colfer" *
Stephen Curtis*
Robert .Charles Draper" *













Larry Gilbert Kumbter" *
John Joseph Leverence, Jr.
john Dennis Lorenz * *
Arnold Burgess Lowe
Kuross Malekzadeh * *
Ronald 'Coleman McKeel* *
Daniel H. McKenzie
James Larry McMillen
Ralph Hodges Mitchell * *
Robert Erwin Moyer* *
Joseph J. Nastasi









Robert G. Schineller ...
Larry Allen Seese**





\ * Degree awarded August 4, 1967
* * Degree awarded December 20, 1967





Robert Howard Sullivan" *
Robert Lee Towers * *




Michael Ray Ware* ..
James Nathaniel Woodyard * * .
William Floyd Wray* * ..














Thomas Vance Ambrose, Jr ..
William Roger Banks
Harold Thomas Bishop .
Thomas Wilbur Blanck. .. .
James William Boekley .
Edward Walter Boss" * ..
Kenneth Norman Bryant" *
James Clinton Carroll ..
William Edward Clore
Harley James Cooper ..
Robert Jeffry Cope II
Robert Donald Crafton** .
Elijah Lee Dillion* .
Thomas Eugene Ditlion " *
Wayne Christian Dunnum
Johnny Garfield Fraley
Kenneth Ray Fugate . .
Farhad Ganji ..
Don Rooney Greenwell ..
Leonard Jacob Herbig**
Robert Preston Jackson .
William Price Jones" * .
Donald Stuart Kammer
David Moore Kane .
Charles Robert Kendall, Jr .
Frank Cunningham King, Jr.
Homer Collier Lewis, Jr.**
John Douglass Link
Michael Allan Mack
William Ellis Manning, Jr. **
William Hattex Mock, Jr.**




























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING'"
Lexington








....................... Avondale Estates, Ga.
................................................ Ashland
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
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Charles Blakeman Neville, Jr.
William Joseph Nold
Richard E. Pratt" *
Edward H. Ratcliff, Jr.
Raymond Herman Reichenbach, Jr.
James William Rennirt, Jr.**
Harold Spencer Rhoads.
Norvel VanHouten Smith * *
.Kenneth William Steinberg
Taylor Rankin Terry, Jr.
Anthony B. Thyen
"Mary Lee VanArsdall
Richard Conant Wade * *
Gerald Allan Wheeler* *
James Harold Williamson, Jr.
Gilbert Donald Wilson


























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME
Richard A. Hornback * *
John Chester Kozak * *
Robert Dixon Luckett" *
Forrest Paul Nelson ..

















Jimmy Leon Walker" *






* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May
ments are met
13, 1968, if all require-
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
GEORGE W. DENEMARK, Dean
































.... Health, Physical Education
& Recreation ..... Germantown, O.
.... English London
........ French Arlington, Va.
...... Elementary Education Ashland
.. Special Education: Speech
& Hearing Lexington
... Health & Physical Education .... Dallas, Tex.
.. Biological Sciences Bridgeville, Pa.







Sciences Charlton Heights, W. Va,
.... History Ft. Mitchell
.... History Ft. Mitchell
..... Elementary Education Dawson Springs
....... Art Stanford, Conn
.. Health & Physical Education Ashland
... Elementary Education Ashland
.. Health, Physical Education
& Recreation




.... History & Special Education:
Orthopedically Handicapped
... History & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded
.... Social Studies
... History & Political Science

















* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
* * Degree awarded December 20, 1967
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
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MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
......... History ... New Rochelle, N. Y.
..................... Special Education: Mentally Retarded
& Physical Education McKeesport, Pa .
... Business Education: Secretarial .. Catlettsburg
..... Mathematics Sylva, N. C.
..... Elementary Education Amburgey
......... English Youngston, O.
.......... Elementary Education Sturgis
... Health & Physical Education Corbin
..... Elementary Education Nicholasville
.......................... Efementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Manchester
................... Elementary Education & Special Education:
Orthoped lea Ily
Handicapped
Betsy Brown Boggs* * Elementary Education
Sarah Ellen Boggs Elementary Education
Edith Curd Bogie* .Elementary Education
Arthur Woodrow Bonny II Social Studies
Irona Brown Borders" * .Buslness Education: Secretarial
Carol Placide Bosley .. English
Bradford D. Bounds** Health & Physical Education
Gail Lea Boyd Elementary Education
George Milton Braden . Business Education
Bonnie Jo Ellen Breault** Health & Physical Education
James Hollie Brewer Elementary Education
Mary LaVerne Brewer ... . Elementary Education
Susan Bright. ...Elementary Education
Sandra K. Brightwell Elementary Education
Patricia Kaye Brown Elementary Education
Raymond Ellis Brown Biological Sciences
Alice Frances Browne** Elementary Education
Marjorie Susan Brumfield English
Judith Abbott Bryant** Biological Sciences
Jeanne Louise Buchanan Elementary Education
William Gerald Buckman .. History, Political Science
& Physical Education Lexington
Edward Theodore Buerkle History LOuisville
Jane Lee Burch Speech & Drama Lexingto.n
Barbara Ann Burchett" Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
Kitty L. Crossfield Burgess** .Elementary Education ...... Louisville
Jane Burtan" Elementary Education So. Williamson
John Dennis Burleigh History (Junior High) Skaneateles, N. Y.





















Mary Elizabeth Burton * *
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967




























NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
Thomas Donald Cahill* * Health & Psyhical
Education Coral Gables, Fla I
Beatrice Elaine Cain* * Elementary Education Lexington
Linda Sue Carman .Elementary Education.. Independence
Julia Gwen Carnes Elementary Education Lexington '
Joseph Patrick Carroll" * History Sharon Hill, Pa
Michael Francis Carroll Social Studies Sharon Hill, Pe
Priscilla Jean Carter Elementary Education Lynch
Robert Darrell Castle History & Political Science Lowmansville
Frank 8recinridge Chumley** English Lexington
Catherine Clark * * Elementary Education Lyndon
Margaret Elaine Clarkson Art Lexington
Lois Williams Cloyd .Elementary Education Georgetown
Nancy Jean Coffman" Elementary Education & Special
Education: Mentally Retarded Frankfort
Marie Sanford Colgan Business Education: Secretarial Anchorage
Bever-ly Jean Colley" * 8iological Sciences Mayfield
Roger Dale Collins* * Biological Sciences Hazard
Elizabeth Wallace Colliver* * Elementary Education Lexington
Ruth M. Colvin English Springfield
Judith Ann Compton Elementary Education Ashland
Linda Cheryl Conley" Health & Physical Education Ashland
John Alan Connelly* .. Social Studies Ft. Thoma,
Walter B. Conway History & Political Science Frankfort
Caroline Ann Corcoran Special Education:
Speech & Hearing Louisville
Mary Lucille Cosby" Elementary Education Lexington
Judierle Cox"" Elementary Education Anchorage
Linda Carol Cox Elementary Education Louisville
Diane Lynn Coy Elementary Education Louisville
Linda Lee Cram Special Education: Speech
& Hearing Sturbridge, Mass
Tony Douglas Crawford* * Biological Sciences & Art. Henderson
Lolita Larabee Crouse" Elementary Education Wilmore
Sarah B. Cumming Elementary Education Lexington
Helen Jane Huhtala Cummings* * Elementary Education Ramsay, Mich.
Constance Sletten Cundiff. . Elementary Education & Special Education:
Orthopedically Handicapped Somerset
Mary King Cundiff English Covington
Clifford Elmore Daly English Covington
Thomas Charles Damron .. Health & Physical Education Ft. Thomas
Carol Diane Daulton** Business Education Nancy
Cathy Clay Davenport Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Covington
Ann LeRoy Cox Davis Elementary Education Shelbyville
Sandra Joyce Dean Russian & Special Education: Orthopedically
Handicapped Sea brooke, Tex.
Diana Gawen DeChesere** Elementary Education Lexington
James Michael Deep Social Studies Lebanon
64
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NAME
Mary Grant DeMyer





David Hovd Dixon" *









Thomas M. Durham* *
Marlene Ann Ebert
Robert Lynne Elam
Martha Gober Elliott ..
Janet Batterson Elo

















Nancy Lee Fitch * *
Ronald William Fleischman*





















. ... Elementary Education


















... Special Education: Speech
& Hearing
.Health, Physical Education
& Recreation Santiago, Chile
.. Elementary Education Lexington
.. Elementary Education New Orleans, La.
.. Social Studies ..... Louisville
..... Elementary Education Lexington
.... Mathematics Henderson
... Business Education Troy, N. Y.
.. Elementary Education Englewood, O.
.. Elementary Education Lexington
.Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Fairmont, W. Va .
. Biological Sciences Cincinnati, O.
...... Mathematics & English.. Lexington
....... Biological Sciences Lexington
... English Ft. Knox
... Elementary Education Lexington
... Elementary Education Louisville
.... Elementary Education Florence
























* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
•• Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA
Janice Watts Frazier " Business Education:
Secretarial
Pamela Ann Frykholm .English ..
Yvonne Fugate .. English
Rose Arie Fulton" Health & Physical Education
Karen A. Gabriel Elementary Education
Henry Clay Galbraith Social Studies
Elizabeth McMillian Gard** Elementary Education .




........... Health & Physical
Education Rochester, N. Y.
.............. Business Education: Secretarial Henderson
.............. Business Education: Secretarial Louisville
......... Social Studies Lexington
.......... Elementary Education Lexington
............. Elementary Education Harrodsburg
......................... History & English
(Junior High)
..... Political Science & History
(Junior High) Toledo, O.
.............. Health & Physical Education Lexington
..... Elementary Education Lexington
.... Science (Junior High) Elkhorn
.... Elementary Education Lexington
.... Elementary Education Harlan
.. Science (Junior High) Greenville
.. Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Jackson
Linda Eileen Youngman Guisewite** .. Elementary Education Mt. Carmel, III.
Linda Lou Gulley* Elementary Education Flemingsburg
Perry Thomas Guthrie .. English Franklin
James Mannon Hackworth Social Studies Cumberland
Nancy Claire Hagan** ... .. .. English . Winchester
Diane Hagans .... Elementary Education Indianapolis, Ind.
Susan Jane Hagedorn ...Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded ..... Ft. Thomas
.. Business Education: Secretarial .... Lexington
...... Mathematics Delbarton, W. Va
..................... Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Pikeville
............ Elementary Education Lexington

















Meredith Ann Gravitt" *
Joyce Jean Green
Donna Kaye Grewe.























* Degree awarded August 4, 1967




Catherine Louise Harbert" *
Margaret Davidson Harper
Jane Minter Harrison * *









































... Special Education: Speech
& Hearing Lake Forest, III.
........ History Madison, W. Va.
..... Elementary Education Columbia
.. Elementary Education Lexington
......... Elementary Education Kenilworth, III.
.... Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
....... Engl ish Lexington
.................. Elementary Education Paintsville
... History Louisville
.............. Health, Physical Education
& Recreation Lexington
... Biological Sciences Maysville
... Biological Sciences Lexington
........ English London
... Elementary Education Lexington
. English . Charleston, W. Va.
....... Elementary Education Midway
.. History & Political Science Corbin
........ Elementary Education LOuisville
.Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
..... Elementary Education Martinsville, Va.
.................... Biological Sciences Russellville
.... Business Education Covington
..... German Dayton, O.
...... English Lexington
...... Elementary Education Russell
............ History & Political Science. Haines City, Fla .

















........ Special Education: Speech
& Hearing



















* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
















Robin Kay Kevser " *















Carolyn Cox Ledford * *
James Gary LeMaster
James Lee Lentz
Peggy Carol Leonard * *








William Jeff Lile ....























.Health & Physical Education
... Business Education: Secretarial









... History & Physical Education
..... Elementary Education
.. English





.. Elementary Education & Special
Education: Orthopedically
Handicapped LaGrange, III,
.... Elementary Education Henderson
.Elementarv Education Lexington
.. Engl ish Covington
.. Business Education: Secretarial Muldraugh
..... Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded ... Frankfort
.. Art. Ironton, 0,
..... Elementary Education Central City
.. Business Education: Secretarial Lexington




.. Science, Sociology & Economics
(Junior High)
.... Science





.. Mathematics & English
... English & History (Junior
..... Social Studies
.. History
















* Degree awarded August 4, 1967





........ English and French
. Mathematics ..
........ English (Junior High)
.. English & History
(Junior High)
..... Elementary Education
...... Health, Physical Education
& Recreation





.. English (Junior High)
... Mathematics & German




.. English & History
(Junior High)
... Spanish
... History & Political








...... German & Social Studies.
........ Health & Physical Education
.... Elementary Education
.. Elementary Education
... English (Junior High)




... E~I ish & History
.... Health & Physical Education.












Janice Yvonne Turner Lovell
Nancy Marie Lucas
Susan Sims Lyndon




Veramer Beatrice Talley Mahan
Susan Morris Mansfield
Rebecca Kay Mantle *
Frances Secrest Marlette * *
Eleanor Rosalind Marsh
Elizabeth Grant Marshall




Danny Freeman Mattingly* *
James Patrick Mattingly
Diana T. Mattmi lIer
Linda Carrol Maxwell*
Gary Ferdinand Mayrwieser .
George Rutledge McClellan
Peggy Ann McClintock**





Brenda Van Hoose Meyers
James Losh Miles * *
BillieDawes Miller*






* Degree awarded August 4, 1967













































NAME MAJOR OR AREA
Patricia Ann Mitchell Elementary Education
Carol Ann Moon Special Education: Speech
& Hearing
Constance Julaine Moore'" * Elementary Education
Mary E. Arrowood Moore'" English
Sharon Lynne Morgan * .Speech & Drama
Anna Lois Morris*'" English & History
Donna Sue Morris Elementary Education
Judy Marilyn Morris Special Education: Speech
& Hearing Louisville
.......... Engl ish Radclitt
........ Biological Sciences Cumberland
.Biological Sciences lebanon
.... Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
... Elementary Education Bardstown )
.......... Elementary Education Mt. Sterling
.......... Health & Physical Education Louisville
................ Biological Sciences West Milton, 0
... Elementary Education Ellwood City, Po.
......... Elementary Education Wallins Creek
............ English & History (Junior High) Lexington
.................. Biological Sciences Crown Point, lnd.
.... Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Florence
Leslie Anne Noell Mathematics & History Lexington
Sara Sue Nofsinger History Greenville
Marilynn Scales Noll* .Elementary Education Ft. Mitchell
Elizabeth R. Nooe" English Frankfort
Margaret Carolynn Norris Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Glasccw
................ History & Political Science Prestonsburg
.Elementary Education Carrollton
....... Social Studies Buckingham
.. Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Prospect Heights, III.
Thomas Mason Owsley English . Cecilia
Carl Richard Pack Recreation Ashland
Richard LeCompte Paris** .. Biological Sciences ..... Louisville)
Barbara L. Parmelee French & Speech Ann Arbor, Mich,
Janice Himes Patterson" * Elementary Education Lexington
Phyllis Ann Paul English & History (Junior High) Paducah
Carol Rave Peal................... . Elementary Education laCenter'
Winifred Jo Perry Business Education: Secretarial
& History Elizabethtown I
........ Elementary Education Lexington)
. ..Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Timonium, Md.
.............. ...... Elementary Education Sardinia, O.




Margaret E. Long Moyer
Ann R. Muir
Bonnie Bedford Myers * *























'" Degree awarded August 4, 1967






Ronald Lee Powell *
Michael Markman Powers * *






Judy Gail Stewart Quisenberry
Carol Ann Rabe * *








t Melva Lynn Render
Elizabeth Frances Renfro







Ethel Linda Rideout"I Carolyn Marie Riley* *
Harry Cole Risher"l Carola Lea Roberts *













linda Sue Rookard * *
Reba Lea Royalty
Rhea Timmons Rudd
MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
............ Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
.. History & Political Science Lexington
.... Art Ashland
......... Btoloctcal Science & Chemistry Owensboro
.. History Lexington
...... English Lexington
........ History & Political Science ..... LOuisville
........ Elementary Education Treasure Island, Fla.
Elementary Education Lexington
.History & Political Science Brodhead
......... Elementary Education .... Cincinnati, O.
.... Elementary Education Hawesville
.... Elementary Education South Ft. Mitchell
..... Elementary Education Lexington
... Science Mt. Sterling
.. .. Business Education:
Secretarial Elizabethtown




...... Elementary Education Louisville
..... Elementary Education Lexington
... Spanish & English (Junior High) Danville
... English Lexington
.. Elementary Education Winchester, Mass.
... Biological Sciences Ashland
..... English Lexington
.. Business Education Nicholasville
.... Art Owensboro
..... Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
.. Elementary Education. . .. Sewickley, Pa .
........ History & Physical Education Lexington
... Political Science & History. Key West, Fla .
... Spanish Ft. Knox
... English Ft. Wayne, Ind.
...... Elementary Education Allendale, N. J.
........ Elementary Education Lexington
........... Special Education: Speech
& Hearing
....... Elementary Education
















* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
.... Mathematics Lebanon
Business Education .. Port Jefferson, N. Y.
.. History & Political Science .. Syosset, N. Y.
... Elementary Education Lexington
.. Elementary Education .... Ashland
... Special Education: Speech
& Hearing Evansville, Ind.
.. Spanish Covington
.. Biological Sciences Maysville
.Elementary Education Winchester
..... Art Lexington
..Elementary Education ... Louisville
.. History & Political Science Princeton
. ..... English ... . .... Nashville, Tenn.
.... History New Castle
.... English Lexington
...... Art Mt. Sterling
.... History Ormond Beach, Fla.
...... Socia\ Studies Louisville
.......... Health & Physical Education Lebanon
.. Elementary Education Sandy Hook
.. Elementary Education Cincinnati,O
..... Special Education: Speech
& Hearing .
...... Elementary Education ....




....... Health & Physical Education
....... Social Studies
..... Health & Physical
Education
.. Social Studies
..... Social Studies ..
.. History
...... Special Education: Speech
& Hearing .
Linda Schaal Stamatoff Elementary Education
James Alva Stamper" English
Edward Andrew Stankiewicz** Health & Physical
Education
.. Elementary Education













Edward Louis Schumacher" *
Susan Jean Schwarm
Narae Mochizuki Scott .....
Carolyn Louise Senninger




Lynne Harriett Shrout* *










































* Degree awarded August 4, 1967













Herman Thomas Sweet, Jr.
Patricia June Taliaferro
Ann Fowler Taylor
Nancy Lou Tevlor "
Ronnie L. Taylor*
Susan Irene Tavlor " *
Carol Jean Thompson
Elbert Hartman Thompson * *





























.... Biological Science & Special
Mentally Retarded
.Htstorv & Mathematics





.. Biological Sciences ..
..... Elementary Education





... Health, Physical Education
& History














.. History & Political Science
(Junior High)
... Mathematics
... Special Education: Speech
& Hearing
.. Elementary Education









.. Special Education: Speech
& Hearing
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967












































MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
..Business Education Philadelphia, Pa.
.Elementerv Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Lexington
Robert Gable Walker Recreation Lexington
Linda Smith Wallin Elementary Education Louisville
Margaret Jean Jones Warren** .. Elementary Education Lexington
Laura Ann Wathen* Elementary Education Louisville
Jerry Mac Weaks English & History Fulton
Linda Kay Weckbach History Covington
Michael Van Buren Welch Biological Sciences Lexington
Nancy Joyce Welch Business Education Middlesboro
Donna Gay Wellman . English ... St. Petersburg, Fla.
Jane Lewis Wells* Elementary Education Pikeville
Joy Nell Wells .Health & Physical Education Middleburg
Melva Lynn Wells** German Elizabethtown
John Malcolm Werner* * History Henderson
DeAnna Wiser Wesley** Elementary Education & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Liberty
Jean Ann West* * Spanish & History Lexington
James Albert White English Lexington
Rebecca Lynne White** Elementary Education Brookville,lnd
Nancy Louise Whitledge* * Elementary Education Madisonville
Kathryn Rose Whitt* .Biological Sciences Ashland
Linda Jeanne Wilhelms Social Studies Mountainside, N, J,
Patricia Rae Wilhelmus .Elementary Education Vine Grove






Nan Taylor Womack Elementary Education Grayson
Sandra L, Woods Elementary & Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Cincinnati,O
James R. Woosley History & Political Science Richardsville
Kenneth B. Wright Biological Sciences Ashland
Kathryn Rupert Wylie* * .Eleroentarv Education Lexington
Lorraine Elizabeth Yard** .. Business Education:
Secretarial
. ..... Business Education
..... Elementary Education
NAME














• Degree awarded August 4, 1967
.. Degree awarded December 20, 1967
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
CHARLES FOSTER HAYWOOD, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMMERCE***
NAME
John Fenley Abbott" *
Margaret Anne Abney*
Michael Forrest Adams* * .." .
Donald Ray Alexander ..
Thomas Richard Alexander" *
Errol Darwin Allen* * .
Anthony Hagan Ambrose * * ..
James Thomas Amburgey * *
Dennis Robert Appleang
Donald Lee Axe
William Earl Batley" *




Barry William Bergman ..
William Joseph Bergman (degree awarded posthumously)








Haburn Rube Browning, Jr. *
William Lloyd Brvan ' *
James Brownlow Bryant*
Stephen Harold Burge
Edward MacArthur Burke *""
Jan Carroll Burleson
John Linden Butler II
Charlotte Ann Calico
Leon Lycurgus Calvert 111* *







































* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967






Juanita Bessie Christian* *
Steven Robert Christian
Gary Alan Cleveland* *







Owen Stephenson Cox *
Claude Dale Crowe
Kathleen Anne Culton









Willard Howard Eaves, Jr.
Wayne Henry Ethington
Joe William Ewing* *
Stanley Farbotnik * *
Karl Fischer
Katherine Mae Ford
Joanne Forde * *
Joseph Donald Frank**
John Patrick Friel * *
James Roy Fugitte
William Frederick Gahr*
Jan Joe Gallagher ..
Jana Joy Gallagher* *
Ruth Ann Gambill*
Joel E. Gibbons, Jr.**
John Henry Glasser
Leonard C. Golab**








* Degree awarded August 4, 1967



























































Maurice Hall Harris, Jr.**
Samuel Davidson Hatcher
Sharyn Rae Hearne




Robert Theodore Hewitt" * .
Ronald Lee Hicks
louis Edward Hillenmeyer 111**
Bobby Jones Hines
William Lane Holt
Charles Alexander Horne" *






Fred Marion Keller, Jr.
Kurt Albert Keller
I
William Lee Kelley" *
Jeffrey Dale Kennan* *
I Thomas Litchfield Kennedy
, Ronald Lee Kesterson
I Henry Patton Kincaid, Jr.GordonWilliam Kiser





Frank Lee McKain* *
I Susan Janet McLellanJohn Christian McNeil
Randolph Alvin Mabry
I Marjorie Carol MarlerRichard Webb Martin, Jr.
I
Grover Louis Mason *
Milford Maynard
Robert Cart Measle* *
Roger E. Mick .
I Michael Ray Midkiff* *Robert David Miller.
Charles Davidson Mitchell, Jr.
Christopher Carleton Morgan ..
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William Harold Nickell, Jr.**
William Alexander Nisbet III
Mollie Steele Noble
Samuel Wayne Nuss ""
Kenneth Ervin Nutter ..
James Clarence O'Bannon" *
Joseph Lee Osolnik .
Gerald Lee Owens*
Jimmie Reid Pace"
Marion Joseph Padgett .
Raymond Milford Parrott, Jr. * .
Howell Cobb Patton .
Jerry Lee Patterson** .
Michael Darrell Pennington* *
David Bruce Peterson




Stephen John Porosk! ..
John Gideon Prather, Jr.
Robert Ernest Qualls*
Charles Bascom Reasor, Jr.
Martha Reed * * .




Ronald Waldorf Rosenberg" .
Robert Louis Rouse .
Lee Roy Rulon * *
Joe Thomas Rupert
Rosanne Russell .
Suzanne Prichard Sanders" * .
Terry Norman Sapp * *
William Bruce Sauerman * *









William Cyril Simpson 111*
Richard Earl Sloan .



















































* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
* * Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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NAME
Thomas Adair Smith * *
David Mitchell Snlder " *
Richard Carl Solomon
Gregg VanRemmen Southgate* *
William Donald Spanqler " *
Barbara Ann Sparks
Robert Crosby Sparks
Allan Wood Steely" *
Donald Ray Stewart" *
Sar;;uel Russell Tabor, Jr.
Arthur Ralph Thomas * *
Jeryl Steven Thompson * *
Daniel Michael Threlkel





Mack Theodore Valentine, Jr.
Rafael Vallebona-Kirschstein
Cornelius Kase Vandenberg III
James Burke Vandeventer" *




Kenneth Earl Walker" *




William Terry Webb* *












































...... Bay Shore, N. Y.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ACCOUNTING'"
NAME







• Degree awarded August 4, 1967
.. Degree awarded December 20, 1967




Barry Thomas Florence .
James Edward Gayheart .
Ellis Melvin King ..














CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION'"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE










William MacArthur Guilfoil, Jr.
Thomas Demont Lairson
Jens Richard Lindemann .
Glenda Jane Rainwater
John Cecil Stewart, Jr.




JOSEPH VINCENT SWINTOSKY, Dean



























































..... Dover Plains, N. Y.




















'U Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
t Degree awarded August 22, 1967
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
MARCIA ALLENE DAKE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING'"
NAME ADDRESS
Mary Nickell Armour . Lexington
Janet Ray Bailey . Lexington
Louise Helen Barrick Anselmo, Neb.
Shirley Ann Beyer Suitland, Md.
Marcia Lynn Boyd. .. Henderson '
Sandra Suzanne Busam..... . Cincinnati, 0
Kathryn Lucinda Claypool Nashville, Teen
Dianne Conrad Owensboro
Carol LeGore Cummins . Lexington
Ann Gracie Curry. . Huntington, W. Va,
Nancy Ann Dickenson . Ashland
Martha Pat Donovan * .. Frankfort
Sondra Gibson Ferguson Lexington
Marilyn Phyllis Fields Louisville
Brenda Brooks Finley Middlesboro
Linda Fay Fortner Dry Ridge
Sister Mary Delrtta Glaser . Covington
Karen Elaine Hall.................. . Lexington
Kathleen Ann Helmer .. Louisville
Joyce Knosp Holloway Ludlow
Elizabeth Ann Horstman. Ashland
Gloria Faye Johnson London
Janice Lee Joseph Lexington
Katherine Mason Kneedler Sarasota, Ha
Carol Jean Knott Owensboro
Mary Ruth Middelton . Shelbyville
C. Gwendolyn Carter Murphy...... Lexington
Kathyleen Darden North Alexandria, Va. 1
Paula Krekeler Ossenbeck . Ludlow
Georgia Palmer Springfield, Va
Brenda Grier Parker Maysville
Sharon Louise Patrick Frankfort I
Mary Rachford Price Lexington
Charolette McDonald Rock Barbourville
Margaret Ramona Schafer Hawesville
Carol Worthington Suckow Raceland
Susan Gay Thomas Dover, N. J
Elaine Jacobs Waldbart Lexington
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* Degree awarded August 4, 1967




Marilyn Gail Swartzwelder Weaver .
Shirley Ann Wilson. . .
\ Linda Ann Woford















CHARLES PARKER GRAVES, Dean





























Ross Earl (rum, Jr.
Jay DeChesere
James Moore Dorsey, Jr.
Albert Edward Graf* '"
Ronald Wesley Hardin
Robert Paul Hoehler* '"
Richard B. Isenhour
Irvin Kenneth Jones" '"
Daniel Michael Lemon"''''
William John Mai\fald**
William Leslie Martin, Jr.
Larry McMahan
Gregory Thomas Reinhart
Arthur J ames Seagren * *
Theodore Lillard Stanton 111
Virginia Lee Wyan
., Degree awarded August 4, 1967
.,., Degree awarded December 20, 1967
.,.,., Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require
ments are met
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SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
JOSEPH HAMBURG, Dean














CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHYSICAL THERAPY'"
NAME






...... Raleigh, N. C.
H* Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all require-
ments are met
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SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
CHARLES MILTON COUGHENOUR, Acting Dean





Joan Blackwell Blee .
Patricia Lee Brantley
Diane Evelyn Broderick
Nancy Kay Brown .
Barbara E. Bush ,........... . .
Pamella Mae Bush .
Susan Patience Carr" * . .
Sally Marie Chapman . .
Barbara Allen Clark . .
Elizabeth Jean Clary .
Patricia Lee Collins .
Jamie Carole Cooper .
Mary Louise Crouch * * .
Mary Queen Cunningham
Janet Myers Daniel * * .
Mary Grace Davis
Anne Ozier DeMoss .
Nancy Leigh Fish .
Rebecca F. Gamboe** .
Linda Jane Gough .
Martha Lorene Gregory* *




Anne Cathran Katterjohn* *
Joyce Robinson Kulinna
Mdry Elva Lee Littrell .
Eva Gail Mayer









































.............................. Matewan, W. Va
Mt. Washington
Lexington
* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
* * Degree awarded December 20, 1967





Joy Jerrolene Prewitt .
Ruby Hazel Ragland .
Rebecca Mitcham Richardson ..
Glenda Bastin Simpson .
Judith Ann Spicer" ..
Sara Wilkerson Sutton
Sara Ann Swango .
Linda Katheryn Tatum* .














* Degree awarded August 4, 1967
** Degree awarded December 20, 1967
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COMMENCEMENT HONORS
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either
of the above honors if he attains a standing of .2 higher than the three-year
requirement.
Those students eligible for these awards are identifed by the white braided
cord worn on the left shoulder.



















A. James Higgs, Jr.··
George Williams King··
Joyce Eileen Latham··








TO BE GRAOUATED WITH COMMENCEMENT HONORS'
Eleanor Unger Adams
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Honors in Anthropology-Crawford Blakeman
Honors in Botany-Cherry Barr Briggs* '"





Honors in Economics-Charles Bascom Reasor, Jr.
Honors in German and Classical Languages-Ralph Kerney Moores'" *
Honors in Psychology-Dorothy Coffman Pcx "
Honors in Zoology-Judith Lynn Geoghegan* '"
Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue



























... Degree awarded December 20, 1967
*** Degrees not previously awarded will
ments are met
be conferred as of May 13, 1968, if all reqcn
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
FACULTY TEACHING AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni
Association established four annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually
to members of the University teaching and research staffs who, during the
preceding two-year period on campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/or
research and teaching. In ] 966-67 an additional teaching award was established.
The purpose of the awards is to recognize achievement in these fields and to
encour ape further effort. The 1967-68 awards are being given exclusively for
distinguished teaching.






THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS
In 1968 the University of Kentucky Research Foundation established four
$500 faculty research awards to University faculty members to recognize and to
encourage distinguished achievement in research and creative arts. The recipients
are selected on accomplishments made in the preceding two years.





THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
In 1966 Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Sang of Chicago, Illinois, established a $3,000
award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty who has made
the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of
Kentucky.
THESECOND RECIPIENT OF THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
FOR1968 IS:
Carl Bruce Cone
CORNING GLASS WORKS FOUNDATION
TRAVELING FELLOWSHIP
Each year since 1964, Corning Glass Works of Corning, New York, has
sponsored a Traveling Fellowship Program for male members of the senior classes
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THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
of Harvard University, the University of North Carolina, Vanderbilt University,
the University of Kentucky and Yale University who are interested in a career in
industry, to spend one year of travel and study on a subject related to the broad
needs and problems of industry. Each fellowship is in the amount of $5,000.
THE 1968 CORNING FELLOW AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY IS:
Robert Preston Jackson
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of
the University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a
student of the University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university,
but who shall have some interest in, or association with or relation to the
University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form 01
recognition obviously appropriate.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
FOR 1968 ARE:
Nancy Fitch Bryant, Graduating Woman






DOCTOR OF LAWS DEGREE
,Philip David Sang-philanthropist, bibliographer, and business executive;
hisconcern that America not lose its heritage of manuscript treasure reveals his
veneration for the Nation's lodestar of human dignity; his determination that
documents, books, and other scholarly riches be preserved has benefited both
libraries and individual scholars across America; his regard for the importance of
selfless dedication to teaching should help each of us renew our own veneration
for the priceless relationship between student and professor.
Bell Irvin Wiley-teacher and historian; his career prompts this University
to deem him one of its ablest sons, his scholarship has brought him to respected
academic positions in both America and Great Britain; his many books and other
publications have enriched our generation's understanding of this Nation's past;
his distinction as a lecturer reveals talents of an order all too rare, so that
countless audiences have been inspired to think deeply about the age of our
CivilWar; his leadership as a professional historian marks him a statesman of
academe.
Clarence Robertson Yeager-industrialist, civic leader, diligent alumnus,
University of Kentucky Development Council Chairman; though he has dwelt
tar from this campus and this Commonwealth, he has never been distant in spirit;
hismany services to the advancement of this University have been extraordinary;
menof his commitment are increasingly essential if modern scholarship is to have
broadened appreciation and requisite support; his career exemplifies a deep
affection between the world of affairs and the world of learning, a mutual respect
which deserves emulation.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
Robert Henry Baker-chemist and academic leader; he graced this campus
both as student and faculty member; his fine scholarly work in the physical sciences
did not deter his efforts to strengthen the management of learning; his brilliant
contributions as Dean of the Graduate School at Northwestern University have not
been confined to that great campus; graduate education across this Nation and
far beyond it has been improved by the efforts of this Kentuckian.
James Augustine Shannon-physician, scholar, and administrator; few men in
America have done more for progress in instruction and research among the
medical and related health fields; his career in the scholarship of physiology at
New York University is memorable; his distinguished leadership for nearly two
decades of the National Institutes of Health is respected across this Nation; our
campus joins numerous others in gratitude for his guidance; the well-being of
America's public has profited from the endeavors of this man.
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This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a newreo
lotion to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State
now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidance
of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its farms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon youto
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness. I
By the granting of the degree you have been odmittsd
to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship[
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should'




In the presence 01 this audience, citizens 01 the Common-
wealth and members 01 the University, with a strong sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service
01 Gad and my lellaw man.
In testimony of your conduct ond purpose, the Uni-
versity Senate recommending, the Board of Trustees of
the University hos conferred upon you the Diploma of
the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
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ALMA MATER'
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
* Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
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